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Pref ace

The subject of money is of universal interest. Its

source and ultimate use, espec-ially on the grand scale of

the Federal budget, is especially fascinating. Choosing a

subject area narrow enough to discuss in a thesis did not

present a problem. The one area of Federal finance cur-

rently receiving the most press is the budget process

itself. What better subject to investigate?

There is no paucity of information. Everyone from the

streetcorner vendor to the President has an opinion,

informed or otherwise. It seems that most of them take the

pains to write about it. The budget process is viewed as in

need of repair, but there is little agreement on how to

improve it. The purpose of this thesis is to assemble the

various proposals for -eform and to analyze their impact

and chances for success.

If the reader is new to the subject of the Federal

budget process, the entire work should provide a comfortable

perspective and even lead to further reading. I particu-

larly recommend Allen Schick's Conaress and Money. Light

reading, it is not. It does give a marvelous flavor and

insight into a potentially tedious subject. Should the

0 reader be familiar with the evolution of budgeting, much

time can be saved by omitting chapcers I and Ii.

I.-



The one frustration encountered, and one I tried to

correct with this thesis, is the widely dispersed sources

of comment on budget reform. Here, in one location, can be

found the majority of the current suggestions on how to

improve the budget process. Included is a much-needed

glossary which the newcomer should consult often. Getting

all the terminology straight can be an enor-mous boon to

understanding in this subject area.

I am greatly indebted to my most helpful thesis

advisor, Dr Anthony D'Angelo, and my reader, Major Charles

Beck. Their expert knowledge and critical eye for detail
p

combined to make my work much easier and this thesis a

success.

William R. Lantz
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The Federal budget process has been in continual evo-

lution since the first days of our nation. Control has

periodically shifted from the Executive Branch to the Legis-

lature, and then back again. The only real constant in the

process has been change. The current budget process is

based on the Budget and Accounting Act of 1921 and the Con-

gressional Budget and Impoundment Control Act of 1974. The

need for further change has been expressed by many, both

within and external to the budget process. An investigation

of these suggestions for reform is the subject of this

thesis.

The se-ond rhapter- i a Chronnlrgi-cl lc-k at the evo-

lution of the budget process. Early history is followed by -

a description of the 120 years of confusion from 1801 to

1920. The specific responsibilities of the key participants

were first set out in the Budget and Accounting Act of 1921,

whic-h brought some order to the process, but gave a great

deal of power to the Executive Branch. Congress redressed
S!

this imbalance with the Congressional Budget and Impoundment

Control Act of 1974.

Since 1974, dissatisfaction has grown and many sugges-

tions have been made on further changes; the most radical

being a constitutional amendment forcing a balanced budget.

Of equal importance have been such ideas as a biennial

"viii
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budget, elimination ro4 the secor-d concurrent resolution, and

even aloost total repeal o-- all -cfaoal budget process legis-

lation. Each o+ these refosrm s.ggestions, a total o4 s-even-

teen, are discusse-d as to smubstance and their poteintial +or

accept ance.

The final cha•pter presents conclusions as to the pro-

valing 1-g • in. :zgqre ss 4or refors and •which proposals

stand the .est chance o4 a.doptzo•n. The responses o4 con-

gres.seen d: rectl/ involved in the budget process and othewr

expert sources were used as the basis for the evaluation.

"-he 4-ina conclusion is that a.aj-qr re.o'rm is unlikely in

thfrs electicn, year and doubtful in the near future. Too

.ar, x dive'r-ewt ,_ested interests in Congress would have to

CD-c-,..r V-. any change-s. O.pinion on what, 24 anything, must

se isne to :i•iprs.ve t.he bu.dget process is far from unaniacus.

4
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AN ANALYSIS OF POSSIBLE FEDERAL

BUDGET PROCESS REFORMS "

I. Introduction a Metho#.lo -.-

The word "budget" was once a term used mostly at the

household level. It symbolized the wage earner's struggle

to keep his appetite for gcAods and services in line with his
p

take-home pay. Although many families ran a short-term

deficit, but they usually paid off most of their bills and

kept debt at a reasonable level. There was concern as

aggregate consumer debt grew, but individuals seemed to

handle their personal si~uatics fairly well; or, they

faced bankruptcy mnd a prolonged reduction in their standard

of living. The public at large heard very little of budget

problems at the Federal level. After all, didn't the

Federal government have an unlimited source of funds through

borrowing, taxing, or the printing press? Most people believe

that the government should never have a problem matching

revenues with spending. Figure 1 illustrates the source

ani1 distribution o4 the current budget dollar.

It is not quite that easy. The Federal government is

having an increasingly difficult time in making ends meet.

Evaning neAs programs, magazine articles, and newspaper car-

toons delugi.* the populace with terms like: authorizations,

appropriations, balanced budget, defici.t spending,

1. . . .
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THE BUDGET DOLLA-!

Fiscal Year 1985 Estimate

WHERE IT COMES FROM...

Other-
3 cents

Excise Taxes
4 cents

Corporation
Income Taxes Borrowing

8 cents 20 cents

Social
Insurance
Recei pts Individual
29 cents Income Taxes

36 cents

WHERE IT GO•S... National
Defense

Direct Benefit 29 cents
Payments

for Individuals
42 cents

Net
Interest

13 cents

Grants to Other

States Federal

and Localities Operations
11 cents 5 cents

Fig 1. The Budget Dollar. Where It Comes From... (23:M2)



uncontrollable portion of the budget, continuing resolu-

tions, and impoundment. Marty people are unclear just what

these words mean, but they are becoming aware that the

Federal government does have a problem. The idea that the

government currently runs a deficit virtually every year

is vaguely unsettling (33:3467). Any conception of what a

$200 billion deficit, or a national indebtedness in excess

of $1.5 trillion holds for them personally, borders on the

incomprehensible. Questions of what is going wrong and who

is responsible are being asked. Many of the answers involve

Congress and the 535 popularly elected senators and congress-

i.en.

In the United States Congress lies the power to gener-

ate revenue and the power to authorize its expenditure (U.S.

Constitutiori, Articles 8 and 9). Much of each session of

Congress is directly involved in carrying out these two very

important responsibilities. So much time is spent, in the

view of many of those both within and outside Congress, that

little else of substance can be accomplished (27:323). The

budget process extends from the time the president submits

his recommendations each January until the end of September

when the 13 appropriation bills must bi passed. A brief

respite follows, and then the process is repeated. There

are very few periods when some substantial portion of

Congress is not deeply involved in the budget process.



What is the problem? Does Congress lack the ameans to

enact a timely budget? Is the executive branch and its many

agencies too much of an adversary to Congress in our check

and balance system? Has the budgeting process itself become

too unwieldy for any single body to properly control? Are

there suggested cures and the will to implement them? Would

the medicine be matre distasteful than the disease?

There is common agreemont on one issue: The congres-

sional budget process of annual authorization and appropria-

tion is not functioning as well as it should (1:35). There

is general agreement on the need for reform, but substantial

disagr-eement on the nature and extent of the needed changes.

There is general agreement that the budget pro-
cess needs improvement. The huge Federal deficit
has added to this interest, and generated a greater

sense of urgency to the debate on what ought to be
done. That debate, and the proposals being offered,
unfortunately are all over the ball park, and this
in turn has blunted the expectation that much will
be accomplished soon (18:1).

The process itself and the suggestions for reform provide

the basis for this research effort.

The Budget and Accounting Act of 1921 and The Congres-

sional Budget and Impoundment Control Act of 1974 are the

two major attempts by Congress to set up a means and a pro-

cess to efficiently and effectively collect and authorize

le disbursement of money. The 1921 Act established a

formal budget process, where none existed before, and gave

much of the power to the executive branch. The 1974 Act

4
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addressed this imbalance and returned much of the control

of the budget process to Congress. However, neither has

really lived up to expectations. Congressman James R.

Jones, Chairman of the House Committee on the Budget:

As one of the original sponsors of the Budget
Control and Impoundment Act of 1974, I had high P
hopes that the creation of a Budget Committee
and the necessity of bringing all government
spending and taxing issues into a single budget
resolution would impose a measure of fiscal
discipline in the Congress. At least it
appeared that taking a comprehensive look at
the total budget would be better than the
existing system. Before the Budget Act, thirteen
appropriations subcommittees reported out, and
Congress voted on, thirteen separate funding
bills without much consideration of the final
outcome.

Unfortunately, the system has not worked out
that way (12:3).

Pressure for further reform is increasing. Senators

and congressmen alike have submitted literally hundreds of

proposals to improve the system. They range from a consti-

tutional amendment that would mandate a balanced budget

(Senate Resolution 58) to minor procedural changes designed

to aid the flow of paperwork through the numerous subcom-

I)
mittees (30:569). Many of the latter have been implemented.

Major change awaits a political consensus that may be a

long time in conming.

Recent large deficits and the growing uncontrollable

portion (See Glossary) of the Federal budget have focused

this concern and generated much of the current pressure for

5
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reform (1813i). The issue has been raised time and again

that the process itself contributes heavily to thc. deficit

I since authorization and appropriation comittee~s are

annually swamped with old and now programs derAanding atten-

- tion. Taken in the very political context of the Congress,

I ~the relatively short time allowed by the c.urrent process

does not seem to allow either adequate time to review and

pass legislation, or the opportunity to exercise the

.0 important function of congressional oversight of previous

legislation (1:35).

The Specific Problem

In the view of many, the congressional budget process

of annual authorization and appropriation is not functioning

p woell. Legislation is not being adequately considered prior

to final vote (1:35). Even the self-imposed timetable for

review and passage of appropiations is not being met. Con-

tinuing resolutions (See Glossary) are the norm rather than

the exception. Only once since 1974 has Congress nwt its own

timetable for either- concurrent resolution (See Glossary)

(13:22). Government agencies, which depend on timely

appropriations, are faced with uncertain fundings.

Although there have been numerous suggestions on what

the problem is and how to correct it, there has been little

* consensus or movement toward substantive reform. The sugges-

* tions and their implications for Congress is the subject of

this research effort.

65



Research Questions and Objectives

1. What is the past history of the Federal budget process?

a. What kind of system did the Budget and Accounting

Act of 1921 create?

b. How did the Congressional Budget and Impoundment

Control Act of 1974 modify the 1921 Act?

2. What are the current problems?

3. What reforms have been suggested?

a. Are the reforms feasible?

b. Are lasting solutions possible?

4. How would these reforms affect the congressional budget

process?

a. How would the power structure of Congress be

affected?

b. What committee relationships might be affected?

Limitations

The primary source of information for reform proposals

on the congressional budget .,rocess is Congress itself. Per-

sonal interviews of congressmen, or their senior staff, was

much the preferred method of determining current thinking on

potential changes to the system. However, in a presiden-

tial election year, the availability of these individuals

was a question mark. Due to their personal nonavailability,

secondary sources such as the Congressional Record, various

other congressional publications, and the professional media

,•.•iI7



were used and considered adequate for the purposes of this

research. In addition, six congressmer, or the executive

directors of their committees, did take the time to respond

to written questions (See Appendix C). Their comments are

a valuable contribution to this paper.-'

A secondary limitation is the natural reluctance of

congressional personnel to be completely candid with a

member o4 one of the executive agencies often in an adver-

sarial relationship. Every effort was made to negate or

minimize this coloration to the research.

Sgoe-

This thesis is initially quite historical in nature.

With a process as complex as Federal budgeting, an under-

standing of the current problems depends, in part, on knom-

ing how the process evolved.

Once the background is established, a more specific

investigation is made of the perceived flaws of the budget

process and the major proposals for reform. No attempt is

made to judge the congressional budget arena itself and the

inherent limits it puts on possible reform. Conclusions

will be drawn from the possible rather than an unrealizable * '1<
ideal.

Methodol ocg .y

There is no lack of information concerning the congres-

sional budget process. Virtually every popular news

p 8
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magazine, television program, and newspaper has at least one

comment on the current Federal budget. The large Federal

deficit and its real or imagined consequences for each

level of society has changed a dull, routine subject into

lively parlor conversation. Everyone has an opinion,

informed or otherwise. The problem encountered in this

research effort was determining the authoritative views and

separating reality from wishful thinking.

The initial tendency was to rely on secondary sources

for much of the historical material of the literature review

and the congressional views on reform of the current budget

process. It was recognized that, especially in a presiden-

tial election year, few meenbers of Congress would be availa-

ble for in-depth personal structured interviews. This

would later prove to be a reasonable assessment.

The background history, outlining the evolution of the

congressional budget process, was successfully conducted

through library research. Numerous books are available on

the subject and many studie , reports, and comment on the

budget do take a cursory look at the evolution of the

process from the first years of the Republic. This approach

provided for the historical perspective, but was considered

inadequate for a recording and evaluation of the views

on reform of the current congressional budget process. A

great deal has been written on the subject, but it rapidly

becomes stale.

9



The best source of current information is Congress

itself. Once political rhetoric and partisanship are set

aside, there is no more accurata fund of information than

the men and women who function within the system. This

source provided that the majority of authoritative opinion.

The determination that in-person structured interviews

would be impractical during this time period would

ordinarily be a major setback to research. It proved to be

only a minor problem. Among all government, corporate, and ..

private organizations there is probably none that receives

more attention in the media, cr, that publishes more infor-
U

mation about itself. Whether it be the generalized Qonor--

sional Record or the subject-specific volumes published by

each congressional committee, there is not paucity of infor-

mation on budgeting or direct quotations from those involved

in and advisory to the congressional budget process. These

publications were heavily relied on for this project.

Primary sources were not ignored. If personal inter-

views were not possible, direct written communication could

be an acceptable alternative. The chairmen of the Senate

Committee on the Budget, Committee on the Armed Services,

and Committee on Appropriations were sent a letter (See

Appendix B) explaining the purpose of this research and a

list of subjects of research interest for their comment.

10
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The letter via% also sent to the corresponding House commit-

tees. Minority opinion was solicited through nearly identi-

cal correspondence with the ranking minor-ity member of each

committee.

A limited personal response was expected, again due to

the time constraints on the legislators. The large volume

of usable information received was most help-Ful. Many of

those queried did respond to at least some of the questions.

Senator Mark Hatfield, quoted in the text, was the most can-

did and elaborate in his remarks.

If only a brief review orf the reforms discussed is

desired, a six-page summary at the end of Chapter IV pro-L

vides the necessary informatioit.

The research effort itseLi consisted orf four s~pecific

areas: L

1. A thorough look at the history o4 the Feder-al bud-

get process from our country's beginnings to the

present. An historical perspective in essential to

the understanding of the process and how certain

proposals for reform would work in the current

congressional context.

2. Step two included researching the proposals for

reform both from the professional literatur-e and

congressional respondants.

3. Each of these proposals was then compared to the

current budget process and analyzed as to its

potential effect.



4. Finally, conclusions were made concerning which j

proposals stand both the best chance of adoption

and the most hope for successfully meeting the

needs of Congress.

12



II. Historical Review 2+ th Federal Be Process

Current generations are apt to blame the problems and

imprecise nature of the government on either the preceding

generation or a deterioration in modern times. However,

the adversarial nature of the relationship between Congress

and the Executive Branch, especially in the area of

finances, has strong roots in the first days of the democ-

racy. It is a history of two separate but equal bodies of

the Federai government wrestling for control. Each feels it

knows how best to meet the needs of the nation. Neithr. can

gain total control over the other. As much as anything

else, the ebb and flow of the political parties themselv,&s

has determined the antc~ome.

If control of the purse is used as a criteria, the evo-

lution of the budget process can be dividmd into four rela-

tively dissimilar periods.

1. 1789-1801 - The Executive had controi of the

process through a strong Secretary of the Treasury.

The Secretary performed many of the current con-

gressional appropriation functions.

2. 1802-1920 --- A period of general confusion and

conflict between Cnngrazss and the Executive with

few inescapable rules govorning the procuss.

3. 1921-1974 -- .i era ýollowing the Budget and

Accour-'-- Ac1 . o< 1921 where Congress recognized

the :.;eC '•, a +ormal budget process, but also that

13 r °



it may have given away too much authori*.y to the

4acutive Branch.

4. 1974-Present - Tihe modern era following the Con-

gressional Budget ind Impoundment Control Act of

1974 when Congress successfully regained much of

the power over the spetding function.

The Early Years: 1789-Jt301

The formative early years of the Republic were marked .

by a contrast of philosophy between Alexander Hamilton and

Thomas Jefferson. Hamilton was highly regarded for his

financial acumen and was appointed to a cabinet position as P

the first Secretary of the Treasury by President Washington.

The new nation, heavily in debt due to the war, desperately

needeo a source of revenue as a means to establish its

creditworthiness among nations. For the first three years,

Hamilton had almost total control over the new government's

finances and succeeded in putting the country on a sound

financial basis (6:9). One of his first acts, for example,

was to assume the debts of the states incurred during

the War of Independence (27:227). Congress watched _

the process, requested and received a report of t.ie monies

required, but got little information on how the money was

actually spent. The first "budget," small by today's stand-

ards, tota] led almost $645,000 (8:6).

14 S
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Two opposing philosophies were already in place:

Hamiltonian "executive discretion" and Jeffersonian lmis-

lative restraint." The former view held that legislative

appropriations should be general in nature and allow the

executive agencies the leeway to spend the money as the

situation dictated. The Jeffersonians, in contrast, wanted

very specific appropr-iations and no executive discretion to

alter congressional intent (29:3-4).

Congress grew very uneasy over Hamilton's handling of

the budget process, not as to impropriety, but with a sense

of loss of control over how the monies were being spent. A

detailed budget was required in 1792, but the result was

essentially the same. Hamilton transferred funds among the

appropriations provided by Congress in ways to mewt currrnt-

specific: needs (8:7). This practice was continued by Hamil-

ton's successor, Oliver Wolcott, until 1801, when Jefferson

became president.

The conflict between Hamilton and Jefferson is repre-

sented by the following letter by Hamilton describing his

ad-ersary's positior. It is regarded as an overstatement,

but it does serve to highlight the conflict of views and

sets the pattern for Congress' continuing attempt to control

the Executive Branch through the power of the purse.

Nothing, for instance, is more just and proper
than the position that the legislatujre ought to
appropriate specific sums for specific purposes;
but nothing is more wild or of more inconvenient

15
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tendency, than to appropriate "a specific sum for

each specific purpose, susceptible of definition"
as the message preposterously recommends. Thus
in providing for the transportation of an army,
oats and hay for the subsistence of horses are
each susceptible of a definition and an estimate,
and a precise sum may be appropriated for each
separately; yet in the operations of an army it
will. often happen that more than a sufficient
quantity of the one article may be obtained, and
not sufficient quantity of the other. If appro-
priations be distinct and the officer who is to
make the provision be not at liberty to divert
the fund from one of these objects to the other,
the horses of the army may in such case starve
and its movement be arrested-in some situations
the army itself may likewise be starved, by a
failure of the means of transportation (31:52).

Although congressional control was never totally achieved

over the next one hundred years, the trend toward centraliza-

tion of control over the budget in the Executive was halted.

The Secretary of the Treasury was largely removed from the

process and put in a monitor role. As a result, the execu-

tive agencies had to deal directly with their respective

congressional committees (31:53).

In 1796, the House of Representatives formed a

Committee on Ways and Means. This marked the beginning of

the end for effective Executive control of the budget pro-

cess until 1921 (8:8). It also ushered in an important

change in the relationship between Congress and the Execu-

tive. In the early years, direct personal -.ontact between

the two branches was ;he norm. Indeed, while housed in a

common building, information flow constituted a trip down a

short hallway to converse with a member of the other branch

16



of government. From Jefferson's presidency on, as the

Federal government expanded, facilities were separated and

communication switched from oral to a more impersonal

written dialogue (3:10).

Three important trends were established during this

early period that would become recurrent themes in Congres-

sional and Executive relationships.

1. "Congress attemptod to control the Executive Branch

through highly specifi, appropriations.

2. A strong adversarial relationship deveioped,

mainly over money.

3. Congress, by default, failed to use its power of

review as an instrument of executive agency

control" (31:49, 8:9).

The Period of Confusion: 1801-1920

The 120 years from the time President Jefferson took

office until the Budget and Accounting Act of 1921 can best

be described as one of confusion and conflict. Early inf

the period, the new nation was just qetting itself

organized. Division of responsibilities between the

Executive and Congress had to be sorted out in the arena

political struggle with no long-term personal winnars or

losers. It was efficient process and procedure that was %

often elusive. Arthur Smithies, in The Budgetary Prqcess

i-n the UtniUd States:

17
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The defeat of the Federalists, which might at
the time have appeared to have settled the
balance of financial power, actually began a
period of financial confusion +roe which we
have by no means fully recovered (31:53).

The House Ways and Means Committee held complete power

over both revenues and appropriations from 1802 to 1865

(63 10). The Executive was required to submit a budget

through the Secretary of the Treasury, but it was primarily

a clerical act largely ignored by Congress. How much to -- ;

spend and on what was the exclusive domain of Congress.

Tariffs provided the bulk of the revenue and one of the main

problems facing Congress was not how to budget scarce

resv!rces, but how to spend the huge amounts generated by

the tariff.

Although formal LOftbtfOl of authorizations ai, tipropri-

ations was vested in Congress by the constitution ',orti-

cle 1, Section 8), and actual control had been regained from

the Executive by 1802, th, following period was not harmoni-

ous. The Executive resisted the Congress and did everything

in its power to thwart congressional intent.

*-
The period 1801-1920 was characterized by illegal

fund transfers, a lack of cooperation between the
Legislative and Executive Branches, expenditure of
lapsed appropriations, the creat.ion of deliberate
dwficiencies, and by Congressional insistence on
detailed line-item budgets (8:1).

To maintain perspective, however, it is important to

notr that the fund transfers and deficiency spending were

lI21.~i
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not all politically motivated. Appropriating funds for very

specific purposes seems, initially, to be the best course of

action. However, with change the only constant, today's 0

need may turn out to be tomorrow's folly. The Executive did

need at least scime leeway to spend money in view of current

conditions, yet Congress was very reluctant to grant this •

power.

The Congress never seemed to realize that esti-
mating future requirements, especially in detail,
"was an uncertain business. The greater the
amount of detail required in appropriations, the
greater the incentive to the Executive to evade
the legal restriction (31:55).

The Department of the Treasury, under President Jeffer-

soft, generally followed congressional wishes and provided a

detailed, specific budget. The Departments of State, War

and Navy were the prime agencies either unwilling or unable -

tu strictly adhere to their specific appropriations (31:54).

Ignoring the intent of Congress, they transferred funds •

among the specific appropriations, as needed. In 1809,

Congress enacted a law which was to have only minimal effect

due to an enormous loophole. The law stated that. "the sums

appropriated by law for each branch of expenditure in the

several departments shall be solely applied to the objects

for which they are respectively appropriated, and no other" 1'

(31:54). Congress then gave the president power to transfer

funds among appropriations when the Congress was not in ses-

sion. The closing of one loophole bred a second. The War .

'7- -. .
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and Navy Departments, for example, changed tactics and began

spending lapsed appropriations that were no longer legally

available for obligation.

In 1852, Congress again attempted to constrain the

Executive by passing the War and Navy Appropriations Acts

which prohibited transfer of money among appropriations and

restricted the use oaF lapsed appropriations. Again,

ingenuity prevailed and the Navy began running up deliberate

deficiencies, knowing that Congress would eventually fund

the debt (8:10). Their faith was securely founded on the

almost continuous surplus of revenue from the tariff and a

relatively low level of expenditures ranging from $11 to $63

million from 1800 to 1860 (3.29). In fact, only once during

the entire nineteenth century did Federal expenditures

reach the $1 billion mark, and that was for expenses associ-

ated with the Civil War (8:6).

During the Civil War, the War and Navy iDepartments

ignored all congressional restrictions on appropriations

(B:56). After the war, attempts to restrict Executive

spending returned periodically. Having closed most other

loopholes, Congress turned, in 1906, to finally stop the

executive agencies from deficiency spending.

The Anti-Deficiency Act of 1906 was only partially

successful. It prohibited all kinds of spending in excess

of appropriated funds, except in cases where contracts or

20



obligations had previously authorized it by law (8:12). To

help ensure compliance, it required that executive agency

heads apportion their annual funds on a monthly or quarterly

basis. This limitation was designed to prevent an agency

from spending its entire appropriation in the first few months

of the fiscal year and then forcing Congress to either fund the

remaining period or allow the agency to go out of business.

The Act did have one major weakness which tendmmd to thwart

congressional intent. It allowed the head of the agency to

change the apportionment if conditions warranted (8:13).

The apportionment device continues today; a power held by

the Bureau of the Budget and its successor, the Office of

Management and Budget, since 1933 (8:13).

The second half of the 19th century also saw another

trend in congressional budgeting that remains intact today, -•

fragmentation of the process itself. In 1865, the House

created an Appropriations Committee to ease the workload on

the Ways and Means Committee. (The Senate created a similar

committee two years later.) In 1875, tLe House passed a

bill that allowed the Appropriations Committee to propose

amendments to any legislation, provided that these amend-

ments reduced expenditures (31:61). Virtually all legisla-

tion was fair game and the law put a great deal of power in

the hands of the Appropriations Committee. Reaction was

slow in coming, but in 1885, the House stripped the

21
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* Appropriations Committee of its authorization and appropria-

tion powers and lodged this responsibility in nine other

specific committees (8:11).

Throughout the entire history of the country, until

1921, there never really was a Federal budget process at

understood today (29t3). The emphasis was almost totally on 1
expenditures. Revenues generally took care of themselves,

thanks to the money generated by the protective tariff.

Corruption, too, had developed to an alarming level. The

legislation enacted in the early 1900's reflected a growing

concern that reform was needed (8:14).

Before a true budget process could be implemented, Con-

gress had to curec one long-standing major ill: Knowledge of

the source of revenue, and its estimated amount, had to be

matched with demands for expenditures. There could be no-

other way to reach intelligent decisions in apportioning the

r nation's resources. The 1907 and 1909 Appropriations Acts

took initial steps to resolve this problem. The 1907 Act

required the Secretary of the Treasury to provide the Con-

* gress with estimates of revenue in addition to the annual

agency requests for appropriations. The 1909 Act enlarged

*the responsibility of the Executive even more. If expendi-

* tures were projected to exceed revenues, the Secretary of

* the Treasury was to notify the president who would, in turn,

propose revenue or spending reduction measures to make up

the deficit. Although not a long-term solution, this "as

the first glimmering o+ a Federal budget process (31:621).
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The initial step towards a formal national budget pro-

cess was taken when President Taft appointed a Commission on

Economy and Efficiency in 1910 (7:20). It was the first

time a comprehensive study had been conducted on the need

for a budget. After spending two years, the Commission

produced five recommendations.

1. "The president should prepare a comprehensive
annual budget that would contain both revenues
and expenditures.

2. A new functional class of accounts should be
developed to better explain expenditures in
terms of programs and functions. Capital and
current outlays were to be designated.

3. The Secretary a4 the Treasury should gather
budget estimates from the various agencies and
consolidate them in one detailed financial
report.

4. Accounting and reporting systems should be
dayvloped to allo-w agenciez to intrlligently -

build their budgets.

5. The Executive chould be granted some discretion
and flexibility in the transaction of business
to enhance economy and efficiency" (31:68-71,
8:14-15).

The Taft Commission's final report, "The Need for a

National Budget," was delivered to Congress in June of 1912.

Due to the existent adverse political climate, it received a

very cool reception (6:20). There was no immediate positive

legislation in response to the report; that came only

after World War I. Its immediate and lasting contribution

to the budgeting process was to raise the country's aware-

ness of the need +or budget reform. It generated such
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public response that all major political parties (Republi-

cans, Democrats, and Progressives) in the election of 1916

made support of a national budget one plank of their party

platform (6:21).

This particular period is so critical in the historical

development of a budget process that a review and summation

of the overall political climate preceding the Budget and

Accounting Act of 1921 is appropriate. John S. Saloma, III,

in his book h R" jM gf Power, provides such an

informed look.

"Several conclusions emerge from the post-Je4ferson
experience in fiscal control.

1. First, after the repudiation of the Hamiltonian
experiment, Congress assumed the dominant
role. It was commonly accepted that Congress
had the exclusive powar of appropriation-arid
that this power included the right to specify
the objects of appropriation and the amounts
to be applied to each object.

2. Second, according to the accepted doctrine
of legislative restraint, the executive was
obliged to follow the spending directives of
Congress, and to depart from specified
appropriations only under circumstances of
national emergency.

3. Third, in practice the executive proceeded
to develop a variety of techniques or devices
to achieve de facto if illegal discretionary
powers.

4. Fourth, periodic congressional attempts to
enforce specific appropriations rigorously
ended in failure, resulting in loss of
congressional control of the budget process.

5. Fifth, against this background of conflict
of legislative and executive roles, the
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congressional machinery for budgetary control
underwent a steady process of disintegration
over the course of the century.

This digression into the historical experience of
the nineteenth century helps to explain the context
within which the Budget and Accounting Act of 1921
was formulated and the legislative and executive
roles in the budget process redefined" (29:5-8).-

The Era of Executive Control: 1921-1974

The Budget and Accounting Act of 1921 did spring from

the confusion of the previous 120 years and the need for

reform, but the final push for enactment came from another

source. The general public was weary of the graft and poor

management of finances at the local and state level. Budget-

ing reform began as a grass-roots campaign to reform munici-

pal governments (67:13).

Two events were the cornerstones of this movement. In

1899, the National Municipal League drafted a model munici-

pal corporation act to give the city mayors a direct voice

in the budget process. Previously, tight control rested in

the city councils (6:13). And, in 1906, the New York Bureau

of Municipal Research was established, bringing together a

group of experts to study a budgeting process for New York

City. The success and influence of these two organizations

helped bring about major budget reform. By the mid-1920's,

most major cities had established at least i rudimentary

budget system (6:14).

. the budget was conceived as a major weapon for
instilling responsibility in the governmental
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structure: the budget system rests on popular
control; the budget will publicize what the
government is doing and make for an informed and
alert citizenry; the budget will destroy the rule
of invisible government -- the party bosses who
are responsible to no one (6:14).

Ridding the cities of corruption was not the sole moti-

vation. Much of the push for a budget process came from the

business community. As government at all levels became more

involved with providing services to the public, the need for

revenues increased. Higher taxes tended to impact the

businessman the hardest and he saw budge- reform as a way to

make the municipal governments more efficient, and thus

Iower taxes (31: 15).

The success of the cities with executive budgeting was

not lost on the reformers at the state level. Again, it was

a reaction to a definite need that inspired the changes.

After the turn of the century state governments
began to encounter increasing financial difficulties.
The general property tax was gradually abandoned
as a source of state revenue in response to the
.lemands of counties and municipalities for
additional revenue sources. The abandonment
of general property taxation by the states
provoked pressure for efficiency and economy,
and the budget system was viewed as a major
instrumentality -for achieving this oojective.
In addition, the same atmosphere of reform gener-
atrF by the antagonism to "boss rule" and
"invisible government" came to influence state
legislatures, as it influenced municipalities
and the federal government. As with munici-
palities, the activities of taxpayer's
associations, trade organizations, and chambers
of commerce were important in stimulating the
demand for reform (6:23).
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"The first state law to authorize the governor to draft a

budget for submission to the legislature was enacted in

Ohio, in 1910. By 1920, forty-four states had adopted some

kind of improvement in budgeting. Twenty-three of these

provided for an executive budget" (31:23).

Substantive action toward budget reform at the national

level, subject to the same public pressures that forced

changes at the city and state level, took effect in 1919.

The House of Representatives formed a Select Committee on

the Budget to study the rationale for a Federal budget

process. Their report, in October of that year, formed the

basis for the Budget and Accounting Act of 1921.

... the estimates of expenditure needs now submitted
to Congress represent only the desires of the
individual departments, esta-blishmcnts, and
bureaus: ... these requests have been subjected
to no superior revision with a view to bringing
them into harmony with each other, to eliminating
duplication of organization or activities, or of
making them, as a whole conform to the needs o-f the
Nation as represented by the condition of the
Treasury and respective revenues... (29:9)..

The 1921 Act contained three main features:

1. The president was assigned the responsibility to

prepare and submit to Congress an executive

budget.

2. A Bureau of the Budget was created, reporting

directly to the president.

3. The General Accounting Office was established under

congressional control (29:9-10, 8:15).

27
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The first provision followed the Taft Commission ana

Select Committee on the Budget recommendations. The presi-

dent's budget, prepared by the Bureau of Budget from agency

submissions, included both revenue and expenditure informa-

tion. Congress also recognized that unplanned deficits or

surpluses were possible, or that underlying conditions might

change, and allowed thv president to amend his budget submis-

sion, as needed. The only stipulation was that if a deficit

were projected, the amendment needed to contain a recommenda-

tion for financing it; if a surplus, a method to reduce it

to manageable levels (31:72). Lump sum appropriations were

approved, but the beneficial effects were reduced by the

requirement for "the president to submit detailed estimates

of how those appropriations will be spent" (31:72-3).

The Bureau of the Budget (O'fice of Management and

Budget since 1970) was created within thj Department of the

Treasury, but reported directly to the president. This

unusual arrangement was the result of a political compromise

between Representative Good, Chairman of the Select Commit-

tee on the Budget and author of the original bill establish-

ing the Budget and Accounting Act; and Senator McCormick,

who viewed the budgetary process in Hamiltonian terms, as

part of the Treasury Department. This anomaly was changed

in 1939, when the Bureau of the Budget was transferred to

the newly created Executive Office of the President (8:18).
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The Bureau of the Budget was established by Congress

for three reasons.

1. To prepare the executive budget for the president.

2. To prevent new activities which would result in

useless duplication of work.

3. To qenerally promote economy and efficiency ii

the administrative process (8:16).

It was given broad powers to study and investigate the execu-

tive agencies and report to the president. Congress was

privy only if the president made the reports available

(31:24). This gave the president a staff with the power to

explore, generate, and essentially contr-ol the executive

budget prior to its submission to Congress.

In creating the Seneral Accounting Of-fice (CAM, '

Congress acted to correct a major deficiency in its own

budget process and to serve as a counterweight to the Bureau

of the Budget. The functions of accounting, auditing, and

settlement of accounts were all transferred from the

Treasury Department to this new arm of Congress (8:16).

Congress also envisioned a broad role for the new
General Accounting O+fice in the budget process.
While the primary intent was to equip Congress
with an agent that could execute an independent
audit of executive accounts -- a function Congress
had failed to perform in spite of numerous com-
mittees on expenditures it had established and
charged with the task -- it is also clear that
Congress hoped to create a powerful new actor in
the budgetary process (29: 10).
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Critics of the 1921 Act feared that it gave

too much power to Congress and actually reduced Executive

responsibility (31:76). The majority wore content woith the

new Budget Act and were certain that much had been done to

correct the deficiencies of the past.

.. the Budget and Aiccounting Act of 1921 was
unquestionably the most significant budgetary
reform legislation ever enacted. For the first
time in history, the United States had a budget
process requiring formulation by the Executive,
authorization and appropriation by the Congress,
execution under the direction of the president,
and independent audit as a means of Congressional
review (6.:17).

Hindsight would show that Congress did, indeed, yield

considerable power to the Executive. Efforts to redress

this imbalance began in earnest a decade later.

The movement for budget reform did not end with the

1921 Act, although major legislation was infrequent and

targeted at spacific deficiencies until 1974. Beginning in

1946, there were three main attempts by Congress to

restructure its role in the budget process.

1. The Legislative Reorganization Act of 1946.

2.The Omnibus Appropriations Act of 1950.

3. Proposals for a Joint Committee on the Budget

None of these attempts were very successful at the time they

were first proposed- The Congressional Budget and
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Impoundment Control Act of 1974 would later incorporate many

o4 the ideas developed during this period.

The Legislative Reorganization Act of 1946 was the

first substantive piece of legislation to improve the budget

process since 1921. It brought together 102 members of the -*

Senate Finance and Appropriations, and House Ways and Means

and Appropriations Committees, to consider the president's

executive budget. The purpose was to analyze the policy

choices of the E.ecutive and then propose a "legislative

budget" to reflect congressional priorities (29:54). An

estimate of total receipts, proposed expenditures, and a

recommendation for a binding spending ceiling were also part .

of the committee's charter (313&9).,

During the War, spending had reached unprecedented

levels and Executive control of the budget was almost comr- -

plete (6:328). An attempt to slow the rate of spending and

to regain a measire of lost control was a natural reaction.

There was widespread and enthusiastic congressional support

for the new procedures embodied in the legislative budget.

The legislative budget and the Joint Committee set
up to effect it were seen as major steps toward
strengthening congressional control of the purse,
by rationalizing the congressional budget process
and providing Congress with the mechanism to
debate and determine broad fiscal policy (29:55).

Three attempts were made (1947, 1948 and 1949) to pro-

duce a legislative budget. All three failed. In 1947, the
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Congress failed to agrear an a budget ceiling. In 1948, a

ceiling was agreed to, but then ignored as spending exceeded

the ceiling. In 1949, the process was delayed and then

abandoned altogether'. ThQ Act was lIft dormant until

recinded as part of the Legislature Reorganization Act of

1970.

Why did a procedure that had such enthusiastic support

fail? Four reasons are cited:

1. A committee of 102 members of diverse interests .

was just to unwieldy, even when much of the work

was done by seal let subcommittees..

2. There was inadequate staff support provided to the

committee.

3. The leqiwlative budgwt wow die to bw comsidumad by

the full House and Senate by February 15th. There

was not sufficient time to analyze the president's

budget and then draft one reflecting congressional

pruferencns.

4. "Congress was reluctant to commit itself to a

legislative budget prior to a detailed considera-

tion of each appropriation request" (29:57, 8t19).

Even though the legiulative budget was a failure, it.

was "an important event in budgetary history. It marked the

first explicit recognition in recent legislation that the

Congress itself must take responsibility for the relation of

expenditures to revenues" (31:93). In addition, the 1946
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Act provided Congress with a much needed increase in staff

personnel to better evaluate the executive budget.

The central theme of the Legislative Reorganization Act

did not die, either. In 1947, the Senate proposed combining

all the appropriation measures into one package. The House

initially refused, but did adopt the idea for fiscal year

1951 in The Omnibus Appropriations Act of 1950 (38371,

6:330).

The process was a success. The combined appropriations

werst passed on schedule. However, it proved an unpopular

procedure in both Congress and the Executive and was shelved

after the one year trial. There were five major reasons for

fai lure:

1. Many members of Congress felt the procedure did not

allow sufficient time to consider the bill... -,

especially since the House had to pass the entire

package before the Senate received it.

2. The power of special interest groups and individual

congressmen was weakened by a consolidated approach

to appropriations.

Much of the antagonism to the consolidated bill has
come from outside the committee. Every predatory
lobbyist, every pressure group seeking to get its
hands into the...Treasury, every bureaucrat seeking
to exterad his empire" had opposed it (29:60).

3. An o-mnibus bill reduces overall legislative

fiexibil ity.
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a. It invites riders that are difficult to

control.

b. The president could decide to veto an entire

appropriation over a limited area of dis-

agreememnt. A cure for this would be to give

the president a line-item veto (See Glossary).

c. A "meat-axe* approach to budget cuts was

inherent in the process. Percentage cuts aere

used rather than careful consideration of each

alternative (29:62).

4. The bill excluded over one half of the total budget

which was then considered to be uncontrollable

(8:20).

5. Too much powvr was pla~cd it, the chair-r, u4 the

Appropriation Committles responsible for the bill.

The last of the major congressional attempts at sweep-

ing reform was the proposal for a Joint Committee on the

Budget. Although not a new idea, a bill specifically tai-

lored to this purpose was introduced by Senator McClellan in

1950. It would establish a committee of 14 (seven fro- the

House Committee on Appropriations and seven from the _Jiate

Committee on Appropriations) to "develop various reforms

Congress previously rejected or failed to implement." It

also proposed to close other loopholes that have limited the

+f+ectiveness of congressional control (29:64).
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The idea of a Joint Committee on the Budget also

failed, largely due to the political realities of the con-

gressional environment.

1. Experience with other joint committees (Joint Com-

mittee on Atomic Energy, for- example) had soured

the concept in both congressional and executive

circles.

2. A joint committee tended to serve its own needs

rather than the needs of Congress as a whole.

3. It was viewed as a mechanical device that only com-

plicated existing machinery (29:66-7).

Two other developments related to budget reform between

1921 and 1974 are worthy of brief mention:

1. Tthe Legislativr Reorganization Act of 19N9 ---.

Established the Executive Office of the President, P .

providing a larger staff and making the president

far more of an active participant in the workings

of the Executive Branch. The Bureau of the Budget

was enlarged and transferred directly under the

president from the Treasury Department (8:18).

2. The Employment Act of 1946 -- Strengthened the

power of the presidency in the budget process by

making full employment and management of the

economy a focal point of the Executive Branch

(7:23).

The legislative and executive budget arena was not

peaceful during the 1960"s and early 1970's (30:17+). -
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It was marked by strong internal disagreements and a chang-

ing external environment. Deficits were increasing, the

Viet Nam War was a costly factor, and Congress finally

realized that its "inability to consider outlays and income

together was one cause of the wild growth in the Federal

budget" (4:24). Figure 2 shows the growth of the budget

from an outlay viewpoint.

In 1972, Congress established a Joint Study Committee

on Budget Control to study "the procedures which should be

adopted by the Congress for the purpose of improving con-

gressional control of budget outlay and receipt totals,

including procedures for establishing and maintaining an

overall view of each year's budgetary outlays which is fully

coordinated with an overall view of anticipated revenues for

that year" (36:5). Their report, in April, 1973, was the A
basis for legislation ending in the Congressional Budget and

Impoundment Control Act of 1974.
I_

The Period 1974 to the Present

The Congressional Budget and Impoundment Control Act of

1974 (Public Law 93-344) resulted from many difierent pres-

sures on Congress. It combined frustration with the Budget

and Accounting Act of 1921, which was to be a "cure-all" for

the problems experienced in the budget process, with a

practical realization that deFicits were rapidly increasing

and Congress had lost control of its constitutional preroga-

tives. The reforms did not come easily. They were
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Fig. 2. Federal Outlays, 1794-1976 (26:54)

actually forced on the Congress through a confrontation with

the Executive Branch over a budget ceiling (30:40).

In 1972, President Nixon requested a $250 billion limit

on spending for fiscal year 1973; and the authority to makn

spending cuts, if needed, to bring the budget inline with

that limit. The Congress did respond with P.L. 92-599

"Public Debt Limitation," but refused to grant the requested

debt reduction powers (8:25). The ceiling was subsequently
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eliminated by a Hous2-Senate conference. When the requested

ceiling was exceeded, President Nixon exercised his power
"- -

throughout 1972 by vetoing 16 appropriation bills (36:5).

The running battle between the Congress and the Executive is

exemplified by President Nixon's sta-•ýe•ent when he vetoed

the Federal Water Pollution Control Act Amendment of 1972.

Even if this bill is rammed into law over the
better judgement of the Executive---even if the
Congress defaults its obligations to the tax-
payers-I shall not default mine. Certain pro-
visions of S. 2770 confer a measure of spending
discretion and flexibility upon the President,
and if forced to administer this legislation,
I mean to use those provisions to put the
brakes on budget-wracking expenditures as much
as possible (30:45).

When Congress mustered significant votes to override

his veto, the President used his impoundment powers of

recision and deferral to help achieve his policy goals.

Congress was again forced to take positive action to over-

come the impoundment. The continuing conflict with the

Administration throughout President Nixun's final year in

office was the final stimulus that pushed Congress into

reform (30:43, 7::0). The constraints on presidential

impoundment of already appropriated funds is often over-

looked, but it is a vital part of the 1974 Act, if Congress

is to achieve its purpose.

Budget reform and impoundment control have a
joint purpose: to restore responsibility for
the spending policy of the United States to the
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legislative branch. One without the other would
leave Congress in a weak and ineffective position
(3333462).

The one positive outcome of the debt limitation law was

Section 301, which established the Joint Study Committee on

Budget Control. Twenty-eight of the 32 members were chosen - -

from the Senate and House reve ue and appropriation commit-

tees. This weighting gave a ,,vavy bias to the reforms

finally reported to the Congress in April of 1973. Two

bills were submitted in response to the Committee report,

H.R. 7130 and S. 1641. The House version, heavily amended,

became the 1974 Budget Act, signed into law by President

Nixon on July 12, 1974, one month before he left office.

Although there was agreement that something had to be

done to regain congre-smional control of the budget process,

the belief in the need for outright reform was not

unanimous. A strong statement by the Chairman of the House

Committee on Appropriations, Clarence Cannon, in 1963

reflects this belief:

The machinery is at hand. It needs no reform.
All we need is the will, the disposition to do
it...The only weV to restrain spending is to stop
authorizing more, stop asking for more, stop
appropriating more. There is no other way (29:viii).

The majority opinion derives from the legislative history of

the 1974 Act:

The dispersion of budget responsibility within
Congress has left it unprepared for what are
perhaps the two main contemporary purposes of
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the budget process: to manage the economy and
to determine public priorities.

The excessive fragmentation of the budget process
in Congress makes it difficult for Congress to
effectively assess program priorities or to
establish overall budget policy. At the very
least, priority setting means that competing
claims on the budget are decided in some comn-
prehensive manner rather- than in isolation from
one another (33:3468).

The Congressional Budget and Impoundment Control Act

has five interrelated purposes as set out in Section 2 of

the Act.

The Congress declares that it is essential--

(1) to assure effective congressional control over the
budgetary process;

(2) to provide for the congressional determination
each year of the appropriate level of Federal
revenues and expenditures;

(3) to provide a system of impoundment control;
(4) to establish national budget priorities: and
(5) to provide for the furnishing of information by

the executive branch in a manner that will
assist the Congress in discharging its duties
(36:82).

The Budget Act did little to directly affect Executive

Branch participation in the budget process, except for

establishing a new timetable for submissions. The majority

of reforms were directed at Congress itself in an effort to

regain control of the spending power granted by the consti-

tation. The underlying purpose of the Act was to "restore

the balance of power in fiscal matters between the Legisla-

tive and Executive Branches" (8:42).
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The 1974 Budget Act, of course, did not truly
reform the budget process on Capitol Hill. It
did not change the basic responsibilities and
functions of the existing committees. Rather, it
added a new layer on to are existing process.

Norman Orstein, American Enterprises Institute
(2: 12).

The major provisions of the Budget Act are often

grouped by title into four main areas which provide a nat-

ural division for discussion and explanation.

Titles 1 and II establish Committees on the
Budget in both the House and the Senate and a
Congressional Budget Office to improve the
Congress' informational and analytical resources
with respect to the budgetary process;

Titles III and IV establish a timetable and
procedures for various phases of the congres-
sional budget process;

Titles V through IX amend the Budget and Accounting
Act of 1921 and the Legislative Reorganization Act
of 1946 and 1970 to provide for a new fiscal year,
improvements in budget terminology and information
to be included in the President's budget submis-
sions, improved program review and evaluation
procedures, and effective dates for the various
provisions of the Act; and

Title X establishes procedures for congressional
review of Presidential impoundment actions (36:5-6).

Title I -- Establishment of House and Senate Budget Com-

mi ttees.

The two committees have identical duties set forth in

Sections 101 and 102 of the Act:

1. Report to their respective Houses "concurrent reso-
lutions on the budget" which provide the overall
framework of the Congressional Budget, and report
reconciliation bills that adjust appropriations
to stay within the Congressional Budget;
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2. Study and report the effects on budget outlays of
existing and proposed legislation;

3. Request and evaluate studi"s of tax expenditures
and methods of coordinating tax expamditures with
direcx budget outlays; and

4. Review the operations ot the Congressional Budget

Office (17:7).

The day-to--day operation of the appropriations and

authorization committees is not dramatically affected. The

Budget Committees are filters and focal points through which

the older standing comaittees must now report their bills to

Congress. One substantial change, destined to cause

conflict, is the requirement for the standing committees to

live within their approved budgets. If additional funds are

required, they must apply to the Budget Committees for an

additional allocation from an aggregate spending total

agreed to in the second concurrent resolution (39:6). This

one feature puts tremendous power in the hands of the

Budget Committees.

One undisputed benefit to Congress of the Budget Corn-

mittees is the additional research staff they provide. In

concert with the Congressional Budget Office, this staff

helps redress the imbalance of research and investigative

power yielded to the Executive Branch with the cr eatior, of

the Office of Management and Budget (8:54).

Title II -- Congressional Budget Office

The Congressional Budget Office (CBO) was created spe-

cifically to provide a counterweight to the Office of
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Management and Budget. Its principal responsibility is to

the Budget Committees who Are in charge of its overall

rA functioning. A secondary purpose is to provide information

to other committees and individual members of Congress.

Section 201d gives the CBO broad investigative powers.

Relationship to Executive Branch.--The Director is
authorized to secure information, data, estimates,
and statistics directly from the various depart-
ments, agencies, and establishments of the execu-
tive branch of Government and the regulatory
agencies and commissions of the Government. All
such departments, agencies, establishments, and
regulatory agencies and commissions shall fur-
nish the Director any available material which
he determines to be necessary in the performance
of his duties and functions... (36:88).

The principal document generated by the Congrawsional

Budget Office is the annual April 1 report that analy-•es for

Congres the president's executive budget. One of its most'

extensive portions outlines spending and revenue alterna- I
tives, and their projected consequences, for Congress to

consider during the authorization and appropriation process.

"Other important duties assigned to the CBO include score-

keeping reports on appropriations and revenu& totals, pro-

paring five-year budget projections, and making cost

analys~s of legislation prepared by all committees other

than the appropriations committees" (8:57).

Title III -- Congressional Budget Process

Prior to the 1974 Act, there was no established,

phased timetable for budget enactment. There was a tendency
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to delay to the last moment on all decisions to hopefully

provide Congress with the most options. A comment from the

first director of the CBO, Dr Alice Rivlin, highlights the

problem.

Congress is indulging in self-delusion by think-
ing it has ma-re flexibility if it waits until the
last moment to make budget decisions. My own
feeling is that you have far less then. One
reason you don't have more major changes in
policy is that by the time you get around to
this year's budget, it's too late. You can't
cut because r.ontracts have bewv let; people are
already employed; people are i-aiting for their
benefit checks. And if you're trying to increase
the budget, the money is already cummitted to
other things or you can't gear up fast enough
(8: 71) . -

The timetable attempts to brirg order from confusion

and force Congress to act in a timely manner.

TABLE I 9 -1
Congr ssional Budget Timetable Under the 1974 Budget Act

October, November, December -Lonw-r term, in-depth analysis
of next year's issues by Bud-
get Committee staffs . ad the
Congressional Budget Office
(CBO)

Novemnber 10 -- President submits Current
Services Budget

Late January -- President submits budgzt

January, February, March -- Budget Committee hearings on
budget

No later than March 15 -All committees report spending
and revenue estimates to
Budget Coiamittees
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April 1 -Congressional Budget Office
submits Annual Report to Bud-
get Committees

No later than April 15 -- Budget Committees decide on
their own versions of budget
and report to the floor

Late April -- Each House debates first
budget r-esolution containing
non-binding spending and
revenue targets

No later than May 15 -- Congress agrees to first bud-
get resolution, allocates
spending targets to committees

No later than May 15 -- Congressional committees
report new authorizing legisla-
tion; Appropriations Commit-
tees begin work on appropria--
tions bills

June and July -- Spending bills reported to
floor, measured against first
budget resolution

Late Summer -- Budget Committee reviews
economy and budget develop-
ments; prepares a second
budget resolution

Labor Day + 7 Days -Congress completes action on
all spending bills

September 15 -- Congress completes action on
second budget resolution set-
ting binding revenue floor and
spending ceilings and allo-
cates final spending levels
to committees

September 25 -- If necessary, Congress com--
pletes action on a recon-
ci.liation bill

October I -- New fiscal year begins

(36:92, 2:13)
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November 10th -- The president sends Congress his esti-

mates of what revenues and expenditures would be if no new

legisilation were enacted; the "Current Services Budget." It

is a status quo budget based on existing law that provides

Congress with a starting point when considering the presi-

dent's executive budget submitted in January. (By mutual

agreement, the Current Services Budget is now submitted with

the executive budget in January.)

Fifteenth Day After Congress Convenes in January - The

president submits his executive budget, "his statement of

national ectiomic objectives that reflects his policies and

spending priorities to achieve these objectives" (17:15). A

significant change introduced by the 1974 Act is the require-

ment to include economic assumptions and budget projections

for the current and following four fiscal years. Previ-

ously, Congress considered the current requests for authori-

zations without much thought to future consequences. This

provision forces Congress to at least consider the effect

its actions will have on outywar expenditures (17:16).

March 15 -- Committeeas and Joint Committees Submit

Reports to Budget Committees. The congressional standing

standing committees submit their estimates on the need for

budget authority and outlays one month ahead of the report-

ing date for the first concurrent resolution. This gives

Congress as a whole, and the Executive a clear view of what
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the committee's priorities are for spending and revenue

options (17:17).

April 1 Congressional Budget Office Submits Report to

Budget Committees. Previously discussed, this analysis of

presidential budget and alternative spending and revenue

priorities is designed to aid the Budget Committees in their

deliberations. As a matter of practice, it is prepared and

submitted to the Committees at the earliest possible date,

usually in February.

April 15 - Budget Committees Report First Concurrent

Resolution on the Budget to their Houses. The month follow-

ing is concerned with extensive House and Senate debate

on on the targets to be included in the first resolution.

May 15 -- Congress Completes Action on the First Con-

current Resolution on the Budget.

"The first concurrent resolution sets forth the

fol lowing:

(1) the appropriate levels o4 totol budget authority
and outlays for the next fiscal year, both in the
aggregate and for each major functional category
of the budget;

(2) the appropriate budget surplus or deficit for the
next fiscal year;

(3) the recommended level of Federal revenues and
recommended increases or decreases to be reported
by appropriate committees;

(4) the apprepriate level oi public debt and recom-
mended increases or decreases to be reported by
appropriate committees;

(5) any other matters deemed appropriate to the con-
gressional budget process" (36:9).
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"The report which accompanies the proposed concurrent

resolution includes:

1. A comparison of the revenue estimates of the com-
mittees and that of the President;

2. A comparison of the committee estimates of appro-
priate levels of total budget outlays and total new
budget authority to those of the President;

3. An allocation of total budget outlays and total new
budget authority by function, each function divided
between proposed and existing programs, with the
latter further subdivided between, first, permanent
and regular appropriations, and second, between
controllable and uncontrollable amounts;

4. An allocation of the level of federal revenue among
major sources;

5. The economic assumptions and objectives upon which
the resolution i,' based;

6. Projections for a period of five fiscal years by
function beginnir~q with the budget year;

7. A statement of any significant changes in the
propoed level of federal assistance to State and
Local governments; and

B. Information, data, and comparisons on which the
committee based the resolution" (17:20).

The following comment was contained in the House con-

current resolution describing the internal process and how

it arrived at the budget for FY 76.

The Committee's general procedure in developing the

budget was as follows: first, tentative agreement on
a probable revenue level, taking into account the
House-passed tax reduction bill and likely final
action on this bill; second, tentative agreement
on budget authority and outlay levels for each
of the sixteen functional categorios of the budget;
third, revisions of the revenue level to take into
account employment-generating proposals agreed to
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by the Committee during consideration of the
functional categories and the final action of the
conferees on the tax reduction bill; fourth,
final adjustments to the functional category
totals; and fifth, final decision on the budget
aggregates in the resolution and functional category
estimates contained in this report (17:21).

A provision of the 1974 Act, designed to ensure timely

compliance, is Section 303(a).

An important feature of the new law prohibits the
Congress from considering any bill that provides
new spending authority, creates new entitlements,

or changes revenues for the coming fiscal year,
before the first concurrent resolution is approved.
This feature was designed to avoid a situation
in which a committee could take early action
on a bill and commit the Congress before it has
had a chance to consider the budget as a whole
(8:65).

A corollary, Section 402(a), provides that after May 15th,

no new authorizing legislation may be proposed, with certain

exceptions. In practice, a waiver has been routinely

granted, weakening this section.

Seventh Day After Labor Day --- Congress completes

action on bills and resolutions providing new budget author-

ity and new spending authority.

September 15 -- Congress completes action on second

required concurrent resolution on the budget.

The second concurrent resolution establishes binding

ceilings on expenditures arid floors under revenues. Once

this resolution is agreed to, no legislation that would vio-

late the limits can be considered by either the House or
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Senate (8:66). The estimates are for the aggregate budget,

not each functional category. Funds can still be trans-

ferred among these elements of the budget without violating

the intent of the Act (17:27).

September 25 - Congress completes action on recon-

ciliation bill or resolution, or both, implementing the

second required resolution.

If there is a discrepancy between the appropriation

bills reported and the aggregate ceiling previously agreed

to, the Budget Committee will draft a reconciliation bill

directing the committees involved to reconsider their needs

and "recommend changes to laws, bills, and resolutions, as

required to conform with the binding totals for budget

authority, revenues and the public debt" (363167).

Upon completion of this process, neither the House
nor the Senate can consider legislation that would
cause the final budget authority or outlay totals
to be exceeded or which would reduce revenues
below the agreed upon level (8:66).

October 1 -- FiSLal Year- 6egini.. All congressional

budget action is to be completed by this date. In practice,

this has been accomplished very few times in the past ten

years.

Title IV - Additional Provisions to Improve Fiscal Proce-

dures.
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Section 401(a) is the most important provision under

this title: Legislation Providing Contract or Boa-rowing

Authority. In 1984, approximately 75% of the entire Federal

budget was considered uncontrollable, in that the government

would have to provide funds for previously authorized

entitlements, some of which were never acted on by the full

Congress under the budget process. To gain control of this

so-called "backdoor spending," this section requires that

contract or borrowing authority must go through the entire

authorization process. No longer will a standing committee

be able to obligate the government without the amounts being

considered as part of the overall budget total (8:73).

Title V -- Change of Fiscal Year

The fiscal year, which used to run from July 1 through

June 30, was altered by three months to its current Octo-

ber 1 through September 30 period. The basic purpose was

to give Congress more time to consider budget legislation.

In recent history, Congress had relied on continuing reso-

lutions to fund the executive agencies if the appropria-

tion bills were not passed by the end of the fiscal year.

The continuing resolution is viewed as a poor way to conduct

the business of government.

The continuing appropriation process does little
to assure careful Federal planning. It helps to
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create an uneven funding pattern for Federal
programs. Many may be funded late in the

fiscal year so that Federal officials are

forced to "use or lose" funds in a short

period of time because funds not used by

the end of the fiscal year revert back to

the Treasury. Since 1964, the average delay

between the beginning of the fiscal year and

the passage of all appropriation acts has been

over three months. In the last nine years, we

have passed a total of only seven appropriation

acts before the beginning of the fiscal year...
(17:31-2).

Title VI -- Amendments to Budget and Accounting Act of 1921.

Title VII - Program Review and Evaluation.

Title VIII -- Fiscal and Budgetary Information and Controls.

Title IX - Miscellaneous Provisions; Effective Dates.

Each of the above four titles, although of academic

interest, concern elements of the budget process outside

the scope of this research. The reader is referred to

reference 36 for the text of each title.

Title X-- Impoundment Control

This final title of the Congressional Budget and

Impoundment Control Act is separable from the other nine

titles and can be cited as The Impoundment Control Act of

1974 (36:80). It is a direct result of the confrontation

with President Nixon during the early 1970's (8:74). It

amends the Anti-Deficiency Act of 1906 which gave the

president broad authority to impound appropriated funds.

Impoundments can be divided into two types, each with

its owo, congressionally mandated procedures and limitations:
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deferrals and recisions. A deferral occurs when a member of

the Executive (president, OMB, or agency head) believes it

proper to delay the use or obligation of appropriated funds.

Section 1011. For purposes of this part---

(1) "deferral of budget authority" includes-

(A) withholding or delaying the obligation or

expenditure of budget authority (whether by

establishing reserves or otherwise) pro-

vided for projects or activities; or

(B) any other type of Executive action or

inaction which effectively precludes the

obligation or expenditure of budget author-

ity to obligate by contract in advance of

appropriations as specifically authorized p

by law" (36:128).

The procedures the Executive is to follow are outlined in

Section 4013(a) of the Act.

A recision is a permanent withholding of budget author-

ity "whenever the president determines that all or part of

the budget authority will not be required to carry out the

full objectives or scope of a program due to fiscal policy

or other reasons, or whernever all or part of budget

authority provi.ded for only one fiscal year is to be p

reserved from obligation for such fiscal year" (17:35).

The Act is again spacific on the procedures the Executive

is to follcw in Section 1012(a).
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The discussion of the Impoundment Control Act closes

the discussion a' the fourth period in the historical back-

ground of the congressional budget process. No law is over

perfect or satisfactory to all parties. This is especially

true of the 1974 Budget Act. Like its predecessor- in 1921,

it attempted to resolve many of the problems Congress faced

with the budget process. Progress was made toward a product

Congress could use to help regain control of the budget

process. However, as the years pass, the need for further

reform remains.

Where spending exceeded overall limits, it would
S be cut back by a reconciliation bill. But in

practice, the budget committees themselves became
overwhelmed with detail. "All that has resulted,"
says political scientist Norman Ornstein, "is
another layer of decision-making and therefore a
diffusion of power" (1:375).

It is virtually impossible for a newly organized
legislative committee to properly consider the
cost of dozens of programs under its jurisdiction
and to report on the same to the Budget Committee
with the time frame provided (13:23). -

The substance of this thesis is the suggestions for

budget reform and their impact on the congressional budget

process.
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III. rog for Re-form g_ t Budoet ofth" -

The Congressional Budget and Impoundment Control Act of %

1974 was designed to cure many of the deficiencies of the

Budget and Accounting Act of 1921. The 1974 Act did not
0.

introduce radical change. Rather, it added structure to an

existi.ng process with a timetable for budget events, estab-

lished a Budget Committee in the House and Senate to coordi-
#

nate the orocess, formed the Congressional Budget Office to

provide Congress with much needed budget data, and put curbs

on the president's power to impound congressionally appro-

priated funds. It was hoped that this reform package would

finally give Congress a workable budget process; and, more

importantly, wrest control of the budget process from the

Executive Branch. The failure to achieve this goal and the

current suggestions for reform is the subject of this chap-

ter.

The 1974 Act has been fully implemented only since the

deliberations on the FY 77 budget (17:1). Nine years of

experience has produced both avid supporters and harsh "

critics. Some would coi,.tinue the =urrent process

relatively untouched and some would return to a time

before the Budget Act (notably Senator Barry Geldwater, R,

Arizona) (11:6). Between the extremes is a ful.l spectrum

of opinion as to the Act's success and the degree of

reform needed (8:28). Political affiliation is not an
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unfailing determinant of opinion. There are advocates and

detractor-s on both sides of the aisle..

Enthusiasm f or the Act and optimi-m for the future is

embodied in President Nixon's statement when he signed the

Bill on July 12, 1974a

What this Bill is, is the most significant reform
of budget procedures since the Congress and this
country began. What this Bill does is to provide a
means whereby the Congress and the executive, not
only now but in the administrations to come, will
work together to keep the budget from getting out
of control (17:3).

The initial euphoria lasted only a few short years. Budgets

were growing larger in the aggregate, deficits were soaring,

and President Reagan was having a great deal of success with

his efforts to use the budget process to further his views

of the country's priorities. Congress sensed that its

control of the budget process was slipping away.

Congressional satisfaction with and opinion of the
Budget Act was changed drastically by two events: 7
First, during~ 1981, the reconciliation process
established by the Act was shifted from the <
second concurrent resolution to the first. The
resultant omnibus budget reconciliation act
implemented major changes in federal budg~et
policy as recommended by President Reagan,
including fundamental changes in the role of
the federal government on domestic spending.
The use of the reconciliation process by the
Executive generated heated debate. Second, in
19821, an analysis of the current policy budget--7
the budget that would result from the spending
and taxing levels mandated by the current laiw--
indicated, for the first time, that the size
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of the deficit would continue to gow under

current policy regardless of what happened
in the economy. Under such conditions, Con-
gress was forced into a Hobson's choice:
either cut spending, increase taxes, or accept
growing deficits (2:29).

Specific criticism of the 1974 Budget Act centers in

three areas: coverage, controllability, and enforce-

ability (2:30). Most of the proposed reforms fit within

one or more of these categories.

Coveraae. 'ho Unified Federal Budget, a concept in use

since 1969 (see Glossary), does not include many substantial

flows of money controlled by the Federal government. Tax

expenditures, Federal credit programs, and so-called "off-

budget" activities are not a part of the budget. This limi-

tation, according to many in Congress, distorts the tru-

invoj)vement of the government in the economy. OmittinL

these activities tends to hide the actual amount the

governmen-. Mends and the true amount of the deficit (4:10).

Controllability. Seventy-seven percent of the FY 1984

Federal budget was termed "uncontrollable." That is, unless

a law or policy were changed, Congress had no direct,

immediate control of the dollar outflow represented by over

three-, .rths of the budget. The money would be spent

whether or not Congress met to consider a budget. The 1974

Fludget. Act was partially intended to reverse this trend. It

ha• o-nly helped to slow the growth of uncontrolled spending

(7:27).
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Enforceability. Rules and resolutions passed by

Congress for its own internal use, and even bills signed

into law by the president, are very difficult to enforce.

If a House rule is violated, and no member conmplains, there

is no remed*al action taken (11:4). The end result is that

Congress cannot be compelled to do what it does not want to

do. (A corollary, if Congress as a whole decided to

have a balanced budget and to enforce discipline in the

budget process, it would be done.) The timetable estab-

lished by tho Act was an attempt to at least provide a tar-

get for what should be done to produce a well-considered

and timely budget.

A secondary, but almost equally important, criticism

of the Budget Act, is its complexity and the time

required to complete the entire budget process (2:32-4,

35:36). Estimates vary, but between sixty and mighty per-

cent of the congressional calendar is occupied by the budget

process (8:27). Senator John Tower, Chairman of the Armed

Services Committee:

For now, I can only say that it is getting some-
0 hat embarrassing, in responding to questions

about, reform of this budget process, to explain
that we are so bogged down in the process that
we haven't got the time to consider changing
it (32:7).

0
In 1982, the Budget Committees in both house3 of Can-

gress began Iiearings on the 1974 Budget Act. The oxpressed
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objective was to survey the full range of proposals for bud-

get reform. Opinion was solicited from private and congres-

sional sources. The hearings continue, intermittently, to

this date. The only general consensus is that something

needs to be done. At one extreme is drastic reform, such as

Senate Joint Resolution 58 for a constitutional amendment to 0

require a balanced budget. At the other, are minor rules

changes designed to streamline the internal workings of

Congress.

The prospects fo+- radical change are quite small, at

least prior to the 1984 elections. Time is short and Con-

gress is occupied with conventions and re-election. The

process itself may not even be the problem. A reasoned

opinion from Senator Mark Hatfield (D. Oregon), Chairman,

Committee on Appropriations, isolates the central issue:

There is general agreement that the budget process
needs improvement. The huge Federal deficit has
added to this interest, and generated a greater
scnse of urgency to the debate on what ought
to be done. That debate, and thm proposals
being offered, unfortunately, are all over the
ball park, and this in turn has blunted the
expectation that much will be accomplished soon.
Furthermore, I and a number of other members
believe that the current deficit crisis cannot
be solved by changes in the budget process, and
that more attention ought to be paid to the
substance of our decisions on the budget, not
how we procedurally make them (18:1).

p

ihere are three limits on any reform measure that must

be kept in mind during any discussion:
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1. The current structure of Congress (the committee

Lystela) will remain largely unchanged.

2. Any changes to the process will be evolutionary

rather than revolutionary.

3. There is a strong congressional disinclination to

concentrate too much power at crucial decision

points within the system (29:73-5).

*Given these constraints, prevailing upinion supports a

mrove to reduce the time involved in the process and to the

F - regain for Congr-ess control oyf the budget function. The

remainder of this chapter discusses the major proposals forW

reform. The list is not exhaustive. No attempt is made to

include ideas that have no support within Congress. The

realistic is stressed over the ideal.

In the legislature, as in the executive, and probably

not more so, budget-making is a political process, i
conducted in a political arena -for political advan-
tage. The legislature, like the budget, will
reflect the integrating forces in a governmen,.
which produce something that may be called city,

or state, or national policy (6:307).

Elimination of the Second Concurrent Resolution

The 1974 Budget Act (Sec. 301.) requires the Budget Com-

mittees to prepare by April 15 and the Congress to pass by

May 15 a first concurrent resolution on the budget. The

0resolution sets targets -For the congressional committees to

work with during deliberations on appropriations. There is

no binding ceiling an specific expenditures. It is left to
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the second concurrent resolution, due to be passed by Sep--

tember 15, to fix binding cuilings on expenditures and

floors under revenues. Only once, in 1977, was the schedule

met. In the last three years, there was no second resolu-

tion. The May 15 totals were made binding and continuing

resolutions were often used to fund the executive agencies.

This reform measure was adopted through legislative

action for the FY 1982 budget. Provision was included in

the first resolution that if a second resolution was not

passed by October 1, the May 15 totals would automatically

apply. The current proposal is to amend the Budget Act to

make it a permanent feature of the budget process.

I think there have been a number of lessons that
have emerged. The original concept of the Budget
Act was a multistep process in which the Congress,
first, set targets at the beginning; next, went
through the individual spending and taxing lIgis-
lation; and then made the final and apparently,
if one reads the original draft of the act, the
most important decisions at the end of September.

I think we have all learned that procedure is not
workable; that important decisions must be made -.--

early in the year if there is to be time to
implement them; and that the first resolution
has emerged as the most important decision-
making veh.cle (37:116).

Senator William V. Roth, Chairman, Senate Governmental

Affairs Committee:

I believe it is increasingly clear that Congress
attempts to make too many decision each year and
that many of these decisions are redundant. Last
year, which I assert was typical rather than
unusual, Congress passed a revised second budget
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resolution for fiscal 1982, a budget reconcil-
iation bill, several appropriations bills, two
continuing resolutions, a second budget reso-
lution, and a supplemental appropriations bill.
It is easy to see how these measures, Mr. Chair-
man, dominated the congressional schedule. I
contend that many of these decisions are matters
which could logically be combined or eliminated
(37:203).

A binding first resolution, although opposed by the

appropriations committees, is favored by most members of

Congress.

1. Most issues are settled by the time the first

resolution is passed.

2. The second resolution is too close to the start of

the fiscal year to change anything. Most changes

have historically been made in a third resolution,

later in the fiscal year.

3. Binding totals give everyone a clearer idea of what

to work toward early in the legislative session. A

nonbinding first resolution is not taken seriously

by a significant portion of Congress (35:110).

4. A second resolution, with its lengthy committee and

floor discussion, takes too much time. The time

would be better spent in appropriation and over-

sight.

5. The original purpose of the second resolution is

hazy. It was probably a result of a 'turf" fight

between advocatps of the budget committee concept

and the current members of the authorization and
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appropriations committees who saw the second

resolution as a way to recoup some of their lost

powers in the new process (37:6). 0

Opponents of this reform cite three -masons for keeping the

second resolution:

1. Eight years of experience is not enough to warrant S

a radical change to the process.

2. A second budget resolution, passed in the fall,

just before the legislators recess, keeps them - .

honest. If a large deficit is approved, it makes

explaining to their constituents that much more

difficult. " .

3. Economic assumptions are often proven wrong between

May 15 and September 15, or, conditions can drasti-

cally change to adver•ely affect spending priori-

ties (37:83, 35:77-9).

A Common Set of Economic Assumptions

One admitted weakness of the current budget process
is the confusion generated by conflicting budget
numbers. This confusion arises because revenues,
expenditures and deficit estimates depend, not
only on policy differences, but also on economic
and technical assumptions (35:14).

The president is required to submit his current serv-

ices budget on November 10 each year. Economic and program

assumptions used in formulating the budget must be a part

of that submission. From that point, until the conclusion
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of the budget cycle ten months later, thrwe more sets of

economic assumptions may be applied in the authorization and

appropriation process. The Congressional Budget Office pro-

duces one set of numbers during its assessment of the presi-

dent's budget, and it is not unusual for each Budget

Committee to develop its own assumptions (2:48). 5

These differing numbers make the budget more confusing

for both the congressional participants and the general pub-

lic than it would be if a common set of assumptions we r

used.

This means, as Congressman Leon Panetta complained,
debates that should be focusing on policy issues
often collapse into frustrating disputes over who
is starting from where on what baseline (2:25).

You know we have gone through some conferences,
and very few people understood the finished pro--
duct because we had different economic assumptions ---
at the start and, therefore, the numbers are
dramatically different, not by way of programs
but by way of the effect of the assumptions
(37: 134) .

Politics and human error also contribute to the

problem. The president, as advocate of his budget programs,

is likely to choose the forecasts most favorable to his

proposals. The Congressional Budget Office usually chooses

the midpoint of an admittedly very uncertain range of pre-

dictions. And, Congress can come in anywhere along the

continuum (37:133). The problem is recognizable, but dif-

ficult to solve.
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The suggestion has been made that the CBO and OMB

should get together and come up with a common set of assump-

tions. Discussed by their respective directors, it was

agreed that this was a good idea, but not feasible. The

effort would lead to too much compromise and ga.ming, the end

result of which would sarvo neither organization (37:133). 9

Virtually all participants agree that a common set of

numbers would reduce the confusion in Congress and with the

public. Not everyone agrees that something would not be

lost in the process.

Robert D. Reischauer, of the Urban Institute, makes a

case for leaving well enough alone. In his view, common P

assumptions would:

1. Reduce the flexibility of all participants-the

administration to be optimistic, the Congress to be

pessimistic.

2. Reduce the visibility of the assumption-making

process. Result: deterioration in the quality of

the assumptions.

3. Provide a false sense of security that the compro-

mise assumptions were really what would occur.

4. Be too difficult to get all parties to agree to an

original compromise set of numbers and the inevitable

seriei of updates (35:14). 0

Mr. Reischauer would mandate only definitions and concepts.
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The situation may soon ensure that common assumptions

are used. Tried successfully in the fiscal year 1983

budget d.liberations, the need is there when a one percent

increase in the rate of unemployment can cut revenue by $12

billion and increase expenditures by $5 billion, or when a

one percent increase in inflation can increase revenues by

$5 billion and expenditures by $1.3 billion (37:168). Table

II shows the assumptions for FY 83 through 1989.

TABLE II

Summary of Economic Assumptions

(Calendar years)
1983 1984 I2M jM 1987 1908 M9-

Gross National
Product (in bil-
lions of current
dollars) .......... 3309 3642 3974 4319 4681 5059 5445

Change in constant
dollar GNP (%)
change over FY)... 3.3 5.3 4.1 4.0 4.0 4.0 3.9

Inflation measures
(% change, FY
over FY) .
GNP deflator ..... 4.3 4.3 4.9 4.6 4.3 4.0 3.7
Consumer Price

Index .............. 3.4 4.0 4.5 4.6 4.3 4.0 3.7
Federal construc-
tion deflator... 0.8 4.7 5.7 5.0 4.6 4.3 4.0

State and locl.-
purchases de-
flator ............ 6.7 4.7 5.4 5.0 4.7 4.4 4.0

Unemployment rate
(M 4th Qtr) ......... 9.5 7.8 7.6 7.3 6.8 6.1 5.7

Int rate, 91-day
Treasury bills (.) 8.6 8.5 7.7 7.1 6.2 5.5 5.0

Int rate, 10-year
Treasury Notes (M) 11.1 10.3 9.2 8.6 7.2 6.1 5.5

Federal Pay Raise
October (M) ..... 3.5 4.7 5.6 5.8 5.5 5.3 5.1

(1) (2)
(1) The 1983 pay raise is effective January 1984.
(2) The budget proposes a 3.5% increase in civilian employee

pay and a 5.5% increase in military pay, both effective
in January 1985. (24:A2)
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Reoeal of All or Part of the 1974 Budaet Act

Until 1921, Congress was without a formal budget pro-

coss. The authorization, appropriation, and revenue commit-

tees performed essentially the same functions as they do

under the 1921 and 1974 Budget Acts without benefit of a

formal structure. The process worked reasonably well. In

the view of Senator Barry Goldwater the Congress should

return to that time. His Bill (S. 1763) would retain the

Congressional Budget Office and Title 10, The Impoundment

Control Act, but essentially eliminate the budget process

dictated by the 1974 Act (11:6).

Although support for this measure is rare in public

rhetoric, there may well be substantial deep-seated agree-

ment. The authorization and appropriation committees have

seenm their power diminished by the Budget Committees. This

created a continuing intramural antagonism (37:22). In

addition, a body of reasoned opinion holds the formal

budget process as cause rather than cure for many budget

problems currently facing Congress (35:96-7). The

Senate Study Group on Practices and Procedures recently

recommended elimination of the Budget Committees (11:6).

"Off-budget" Activities

Definition: Off-budget entitiet are federal organiza-
tions or programs that belong in the bud-
get under current accounting concepts but
that have been excluded from the budget
totals under provisions of law (25:66).
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The cost of operating each of the agencies contributes

to the real deficit but is not included in the Unified

Federal Budget. A political decision by Congress, the prac-

tical effect is to shield these agencies from the annual

authorization and appropriation process.

In fiscal year 1974, the total off-budget agency spend-

ing was $1.4 billion. In fiscal year 1985, the budget pro-

posal request is for $14.8 billion (24:A-18); after reach-

ing a high of $21 billion in fiscal year 1981 (35:77). The

majority of this amount is due to the activity of the

Federal Financing Bank, which buys debt issued by other

governmental agencies. Funds to support these purchases

come from direct borrowing from the Treasury.

There is a general consensus that these off-budget

i agencies 'should be reflected in the buadget deficit even

though this would cause the official hudget deficit to be

larger" (14:8). Currently, the unified budget deficit is

the figure usually discussed in the media and by many

members of Congress. The off-budget agency deficit is added

almost as an afterthought. Although a small percentage of

the total deficit, off-budget spending is part of the

larger issue of whether to include all revenues and outlays

in the Unified Federal Budget for better visibility and con-

trol purposes.

The periodic drives for spending limitations had a

number of adverse side effects on the ability of
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Congress to control federal expenditures. For
one thing, the preferential treatment of uncon-
trollable costs gave Congress additional incen-
tive to protect favored programs by makng them
uncontrollable. Congress also shielded certain
programs against spending limitations by placing
them "off-budget,° a status that excluded their
expenditures from the budget totals and, there-
fore, from any limitations on spending (30:42-3).

H.R. 5257, a recommendation of the Rules Committee Task

Force on the Budget Process to amend the 1974 Budget Act,

specifically addresses off-budget agencies in Sec. 406(a)

A
(b) (c).

Sec. 406. (a) Notwithstanding any other provision
of law, budget authority, credit authority, and
estimates of outlays and receipts for all activi-
ties of the Federal Financing Bank, the Rural
Electrification Administration and Rural Telephone
Bank. the Strategic Petroleum Reserve Account,
the United States Synthetic Fuels Corporation,
and the United States Railway Association, the
Federal Old-Age and Survivors Insurance Trust
Fund, the Federal Disability Insurance Trust
Fund, and the Federal Hospital Insurance Trust
Fund shall be included in a budget submitted
pursuant to section 1105 of title 31, United
States Code, and in a concurrent resolution
on the budget reported pursuant to section 301
of the Congressional Budget Act of 1974 and
shall be considered, for purposes rf such Act,
budget authority, outlays, and spending auth-
ority in accordance with definitions set fortn
in such Act (34:48-9).

As of this writing, H.R. 5247 is still being considered by

the House Committee on Rules.

Reconciliation as a Part of the First Concurrent Resolution
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The first concurrent resolution on the budget was

designed to establish spending targets and the second can-

current resolution was to establish binding ceilings on ex-

penditures and a floor under revenues. In rqcent years, the

second resolution has been largely unused and the first

resolution "targets" have become binding. The reform sug-

gested is to amend the 1974 Budget Act and formally .rovide

for what is occurring in actual practice: eliminate the

second budget resolution altogether arid make reconciliation

part of the first resolution.

Invoking Section 301(b)(2) of the 1974 Act, which

allows the first zoncurrent resolution "to contain any other

procedure which is considered appropriate to carry out the

purposes of this Act" (36:93), Congress implememted this

reform without actually amending the basic budget process.

First the Senate in 1979, and then both Houses in 1980, used

reconciliation to align committee spending with budget reso-

lution ceilings. It worked well, but generated substantial

controversy.

The reconciliation process has been one of the -

great benefits of the 1974 law. It was, however,
never envisioned to play the role it does new..
If we had not had reconciliation -;or the past
3 years, we would have had to invent it for it
has been indispensible to making the hundreds I
of billions of dollars in savings we have
achieve-! these past 2 years.... It has imposed
on committees a discipline that some have
found difficult to meet. Yet it has been the
key tool at our disposal (37:213).
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As originally conceived, reconciliatlon was the

"enforcement mechanism" of the entire budget process. With-

out it, the system would not work (37:80). It is a passive 0S

device. Only when the total of the legislation submitted

by the authorization, appropriation, and revenue committees

exceeds the ceilings in the concurrent resolution does the

reconciliation process come into effect. When the limits

are violated, the Se e Budget Committee (the Rules Com-

mittee in the Hcuse) adds reconciliation instructions to

the budget reuolutions. These instructions direct the

committees who exceeded their ceilings to report

implementing legislation to their respective Houses. The

Budget Committees then combine the various measures into a

reconciliation bill to be voted or. by the entire body. This

process allows the entire Congress to decide what spending

levels it wants, not the individual committees (35:84).

The controversy, with a substantial portion coming from

the Appropriations Committee (2:58), is based on three main

crxtIr;smL of reconciliation.

I. The recr-nciliation procLts was intended to be a

c1ise-out f.attire of the budget process. Congress would

have ter days, September 15 to September 25, to enact recon-

ciliatiun actiorIs If the second concurrent resolution lIimits

weru viulated. It wd% never inte•nded to be a part of tlie

4 1r 't Lo ILUur U1,It resolu Iti 1)31.
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2. Reconciliation should not include authorizations,

but be restricted to appropriations in new or past legisla-

ti on.

3. The reconciliation bill should not include non-

budget legislation as it did in 1981 (35:134).

4. The authorization and appropriation process has

been "turned upside down. Changes in authorizations are

decided before the Committee on Appropriations ever sees

the totals required" (2:58).

Proponents of the reform cite its many advantages:

1. Ten days in September is too late in the process

and too short a time +or reconciliation to work.

2. Placing reconciliation in the first resolution

allows the committees full knowledge of the imposed limita-

tions they must work within. It speed% up the process iuid '

helps prevent duplication of effort (35:110).

H.R. 5247, the major legislative effort to formally

amend the 1974 Budget Act, specifically addresses the recon-

ciliation process by:

1. Allowing reconciliation in any budget resjlution.

2. Prohibiting reconciliation of authorizing legisla-

tion.

"Pernitting the Rules Committee to submit changes to

legislation to meet the ceilings if the committee with juris-

dijtIoin fall% to I- so.
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4. Requirinc completion of reconciliation prior to

adjournment by specified dates (34:36). Note: This provi-

sion is part of the original Budget Act, but H.R. 5247

adjusts these dates to reflect the reconciliation process

being part of the first concurrent resolution.

The third provision is possibly the most important.

The underlying concern with the reconciliation process is

that it is currently legally unenforceable. A few commit-

tees have balked at the directives from the Budget Commit-

tees and failed to meet their spending ceilings. Success

has come through the general consensus that budget cutting

was necessary and cooperation essential (35:94). .0

The Biennial Budget Process 2
As criticism of the current budget process has

increased, one of the more radical departures suggested is

to put the Federal budget process on a two-year cycle. The

specific proposals range from merely stretching out the

current timetable, leaving the process essentially intact;

to a complete reordering or deletion of procedures. There

is no unanimous support for any one approach, but the

discussion on the basic idea is ongoing.

The case for a change to a biennial process from

Senator Quayle (D. Indiana) and Dr. Alice Rivlin, former

director t,# the Congressional Budget Office:
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I believe it is essential that we seriously
attempt to re-form the federal budget process
now. The system has become so unwieldy and
time-consuming that it barely leaves any time
for normal legislative activity. Under current
procedures, the system is in the danger of
complete collapse (28:5).

In the rush to review $750 billion (in 1982)
worth of programs, pass the reciuisite thirteen
appropriation bills, and two budget resolutions
each year, programs are rarely, if ever, care-
fully evaluated (28-7).

... no matter what you do, you have the horrendous
problem of how to cut the budgetary workload
down to a manageable size. Congress makes too
many decisions, and makes them too often. You
cannot get everything done in the time allotted,
no matter what you do. I am not sure there is a
solution to tnis problem, but one that I think
is well worth considering is moving to a
bionnial budget with the object of cutting the
budgetary decision load approximately in half
and making better decisions in the process
(37:118).

Proponents of a two-year budget cycle, such as

Charles A. Bowsher, Comptroller General of the United

States, cite its four main advantages. "If effectively

designed and implemented, it would:

1. Allow more time for congressional decision-making

and oversight.

2. Reduce the number of times the Congress must act on

the same programs. :

3. Provide more time for long-range planning..

4. Provide an opportunity +or- be cter budget analysis,

financial and operational planning, o.udget o.axecution, and

program rwview by both the Congress and the execitive

branch " (37: 154).
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Those opposed to a change in the process cite the dis-

advantages:

1. It would congest the congressional calendar rather -

than decongesting it. "The calendar might be filled even

more than it is now with supplemental appropriations,

revisions of budget resolutions and other 'corrective '

actions" (14:4).

2. Many decisions would be outdated by events over a

two-year period. S

3. Congress needs the pressure of constant deadlines

to enable it to make decisiois (14:4).

4. "Economic assumptions, currently made over 18 P

months in advance, would be required 30-36 months ahead in

a two-year cycle. Accuracy would be highly suspect"

(3 7 : I0 1 ) . •. .

5. "Congress now has difficulty in enacting annual "

bills on a timely basis, changing the schedule may have

little effect other than altering when they are late" P--

(18:3).

Many other congressmen are undecided, but seam to agree with

the approach proposed by Senate Budget Committee Chairman 5

Pete Domenici: "Let's try it out iin a pilot test before

going across the board with it" (14:4). One alternative

would be to place more authorizations and appropriations on I

a two-year cycle (14:5).

Among the proposed amendments in this 98th session of

Congress (5.12, S. 95, S. 922, S. 20, and H.R. 750), those
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placing appropriations in the first session of Congress and

authorizations and oversight in the second session appear to

I hold the most promise of enactment. The main political

*reason is the desire o+ each new Congress or, president to

enact their own economic programs as soon as possible,

I instead of waiting for a two-year cycle to run its course

(35:86). With appropriations in the first session, the Con-

gress could better express its unique priorities and exert

JL its will on the new budget..

Chance the Fiscal Year to Coincic~e with the Calendar Year

The 1974 Budget Act changed the fiscal year by three

months from July 1 - June 30 to October 1 - September 30.

This was done to partially answer the criticism that therm

was never enough time to complete the budget, even under

the 1921 Act; and due to a realization that the addition of

* ~two Budget Committees would further longjthwn the process.

j Though not a panacea, the extra three months was viewed as.

giving Congress the time to consider each piece of legisla-

tion and perform its often neglected role of oversight

9 (6:44).

There are two advantages to a change in fiscal year.

Currently, the three-month difference in start dates create%

confusion with thw public. The concept a+ fiscal year is

not a]ltogether clear. If the two Coincided, the understand-

ing and credibility of the process would be increas4ed
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(37: 102). The extra three months would also give Congress

additional time to conscientiously enact the complete budget

and avoid the all too common continuing resolutions. An 0

argumuent against the advantage by Rudolph Penner, Director

of the Congressional Budget Office:

I suspect that even though you would give the process
three more months to do its duty, as it were, you
would still find yourself, many times when the fiscal
year began without appropriations in place (35t33).

The disadvantage to a change is really an extension of

an already unavoidable problem. Agency budgets are drawn up

under a set of economic assumptions current as of the time - -

of formulation, usually at least a year in advance of the

start of the fiscal year. Since economic conditions are sub-

ject to change over the short run, the additional three

months could further distort original estimates and amounts

appropriated would be even less likely to meet current needs

(8: 45).

The Capital Bud.et

The concept of a capital budget is based on one fun-

damental idea: outlays for investment-type items should be -

financed by debt and outlays +or current operations should

be financed from current revenues. The Federal government

has never had a capital budget, but there have been several 0

bills introduced "to amend the Budget and Accounting Act of
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1921 to require the President to include a capital budget in

his January budget proposal" (11:10). Table III illustrates

the capital budget concept.

TABLE III

Illustration of a Capital Budget

Billions of dollars

Expendi tures Receipts

Current account
Purchases of current Corporation income tax s0

goods and services 130 Individual income tax 120
Transfer payments 50

Grants-in-aid to state
and local governments 40 Other 40

Depreciation on govern-
ment assets 40

Total 260 Total 240

Deficit in current account -20

Capital Account
PT Purchases of govern- Sales of government
A ment assets 100 assets 10 -

Transfer from current
account for depreci-
ation 40

Total 100 Total 0.-

Deficit in capital account -50
Capital budget deficit -70

(26:19)

Proponents of capital budgeting cite its prime advan-

tage as eliminating the controversy of whether we should

r
finance current operations by incurring debt and thus pass

on the ultimate expense to be paid by later generations.

Since investment-type items, financed by debt, would be

around for future taxpayers to use and enjoy, the onerous

nature of postponing the payments would be largely elimina-

ted. The separation of capital and current needs is also
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viewed as helping Congress better decide on budget priori-

ties (11:10).

Adversai-ies of the measure, in a substantial majority,

feel it would give the large spenders in Congress a means to

hide ever larger deficits. By redefinition, any mix of cap-

ital and current assets could be created to suit the immedi-

ate purpose (26:19-21). The "current" budget could be

brought into balance and a sizeable deficit hidden in quasi-

capital expenditures. S

A Constitutional Amendment to Balanc• the Budoiet

The appeal of a balanced budget is not new. It seems .

to make economic sense to spend no more than you take in.

This concept was of little relevance in the days of constant

budget surplus when the major problem was how to spend the

money generated by the tariff. Today, with annual deficits

approaching $200 billion and no remedy in sight, the desire

for a balanced budget--or a surplus to retire some of the

$1.3 trillion debt--has grown stronger. On August 4, 1982,

Senate Joint Resolution 58 was passed. The text follows.

S.J. RES. 58

AMENDMENT TO THE CONSTITUTION
as proposed by the U.S. Senate on

August 4, 1982

-i- --------

Article --

SECTION 1. Prior to each +iscal year, tha- Con-
gross shall adopt a statement of -eceipts and out--
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lays for that year in which total outlays are no
greater thar. total receipts. The Congress may
amend such statement provided revised outlays are
no greater than revised receipts. Whenever three-
fifths of the whole number of both Houses shall
deem it necessary, Congress in such statement may
provide for a specific excess of outlays over
receipts by a vote directed solely to that subject.
The Congress and the President shall, pursuant to
legislation or through exercise of their powers
under the first and second articles, ensure that P
actual outlays do not exceed the outlays set
forth in each statement.

SECTION 2. Totral receipts for any fiscal
year set forth in the statement adopted pursuant
to this article shail not increase by a rate
greater than the rate of increase in national
income in the year or years ending not l1-ss than
six months nor more than twelve months before
such fiscal year, unless a majority of the whole
number of both Houses of Congress shall have
passed a bill directed solely -o approving
specific additional receipts and such bill has
become law.

SECTION 3. The Congress may waive the pro-
visions of t`!,_s article for any fiscal year in
wnich a cýclaration of war is in effect.

SECTION 4. Total receipts shall inclde all
receipts of the United States except those derived
from borrowing and total outlays shall include
all outlays of the United States except those for
repayment of debt principal.

SECTION 5. The Congress shall entorce and
implement this article by appropriate legisla-
tion.

SECTION 6. On and after ti,., aat his article
takes e-ff=ct, th. aimount of Fe'deral puLtic debt
limit as of such date shall b0ecome per,.,anfnt arid
there shall be no increase ir. such an'junt unless
three--ifths of the whole nunber o- 'joth Houses
of Congress shall have passed a bi]L aoproving
such increase and each bill has beome law.

SECTION 7. This article shall take effect
for 'he second fiscal year beginning after its
ratification. (9: XIV)
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(A House equivalent, H.J. Resolution 350 remains in commit-

tee.)

Resolution 58, a proposal to amend the constitution, is

a recognition by the Senate that the general public wants at

least a semblance of a balanced budget (37:217, 14:11) and

that past legislative and procedural methods have not pro-

duced the desired degree of fiscal discipline.

The proposeJ amendment is designed to accomplish
two purposes: to encourage the adontion of bal-
anced instead of deficit budgets, and to limit
the size of the federal government as a propor-
tion of the total economy (9:1).

Largely in response to the successful adoption of this -

Resolution (the Senate vote was 69-31) the Budget Comn-

mittees in both houses initiated hearings on proposals to

improve the budget process. The prevailing opinion of the

witnesses was that a constitutional amendment was not neces-

sary; that legislative reforms could accomplish the same pur-

pose. The hearings have continued into the 98th Congress

with, as yet, no major changes passed by either House.

Pressure for a constitutional amendment has come from

many directions. Prior to Resolution 56 passing in 1982,

31 state legislatures had petitioned Congress to "take some

kind of action that would result in a constitutional amend-

ment favoring balanced budgets" (9:1). Congressmen, them-

selves, introduce a constant stream of proposals to improve

the budget process. Many uf these involve a constitutional
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amendment. President Reagan, in his FY 85 budget message,

requested Congress to initiate a constitutional amendment

to balance the budget.

Congress has each year enacted a portion of my
budget proposals, while ignoring others for the
time being. It is moving slowly, year by year,
toward the full needed set o+ budget adjustments.
I urge the Congress to enact this year not only
the proposals contained in this budget, but also
a constitutional amendment providing for a line-
item veto and for a balanced budget--rather than
the fitful policy of enacting a half-hearted
reform this year, another next year, and so on.
(23:M7).

The proponents of a constitutional amendment admit that

their primary motivation in such a radical approach is their

frustration with the current budget process (37:217). The

1974 Act raised great hopes that it would be a solution to

an inherent spending bias in the Congress.

The premise of the proposed amendment is that there
is a structural bias within our political system
that causes higher levels of spending than desired
by the citizenry, not that a majority of Members
of Congress are determined to engage in fiscally
irresponsible practices. Senate Joint Resolution
58 is designed to enable Members of Congress to
overcome this bias by establishing an external
constraint upon the ambitions of their fiscal
responsibilities (27:242).

A secondary benefit, to those who want less government i-A

involvement in the economy, is the attention it would focus

on the budget process and the concurrent growth of the Fed-

eral government (9:2).
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There are numerous reasons cited against a constitu-

tional amendment, not the least of which is the time

involved to get it passed and then the lengthy development -

oi legislation to implement it. The mechanical difficulties

aside; those directly involved with the budget process, and

congressional commentators, have their own reservations. 9

1. Congress will not do anything it does not wish to

do. There are too many ways to thwart the intent of an

amendment:

a. Capital budgeting

b. Backdoor spending

c. Off-budget borrowing (35:57). L9

2. Once an amendment is in place, what if it proves to

be a cure worse than the disease? It is difficult to undo

ar, amendment. At the very least, the same measures proposed . -

in the amendment should be tried through statutory weans to

see if they work (35:4).

3. Partially mechanical, who is to determine the

penalties for violation? Who will determine the economic

assumptions used? Who would enforce the penalty for viola-

tion? Would the Supreme Court then become a forum to deter-

mine economic priorities (35:6-7-9)?

4. "A deficit can help moderate income losses during a

recession, thereby lowering the risk of a deeper decline irn

the economy. A budget forced to be in surplus or balance

during a downswing in the business cycl_• would harm rather

than help the faltering economy" (9:5).
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Depending on political or economic bias, the arguments

can be persuasive on either side. There is an underlying

presumption in most discussions that balanced budgets are

inherently good, and that deficits are inherently bad. --

Given that, the argument turns on how to achieve the bal-

ance. However, not everyone agrees that deficits are evil.

According to Arthur Smithies in 1946,

In fact, practical experience seems abundantly
to confirm the economic argument that annual
budget-balancing is neither a workable nor a
deo.irable rule in an economy exposed even to
normal economic fluctuations.

The need for government expenditure programs
does not run parallel to business activity
(31:438-9).

Many present day economists agree with him. Even if a

constitutional amendment were passed, there is some doubt as

to its ultimate effectiveness. Senator Pete Domenici,

Chairman of the Senate Committee on the Budget, states this

point quite clearly:

Nothing we do to the Constitution or to the Budget
Process will guarantee that Congress will produce
a balanced budget as we now define it. The problem
of getting a balanced budget is not primarily a
procedural one. It is in large part a problem o+
political will (14:11).

USA Today carried an article of note on April 10, 1984,

about the way we measure presidents versus balanced budgets.

The survey, conducted by economist John F. Walker, of Port-

land State University, indicated that the presidents rated
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by historians as great and near-great never had a balanced

budget. Those who were rated as failures always balanced

the budget. His reasoning an why that occurs:

Presidents who attempt to balance the budget are
behaving in a reactionary way--cutting back,
avoiding initiatives, doing little. That's not
the kind of activity that you'll be remembered
for in history (21:3B).

Changes to the Budget Committees

The structure of the Budget Committee is not identical

in each House of Congress. The membership of the Senate

Budget Committee is permanent and chosen from the entire

Senate, whereas the House Committee has rotating membership

chosen from a select group oF standing committees. The

House Committee is designated a "major" committee as con-

trasted with the Senate, where it is designated a "minor"

committee. These differences did not occur by accident, but

were the result of specific political compromises during the

discussions leading to the 1974 Budget Act.

Membership of the Senate Committee on the Budget is

permanent and chosen from among the entire 100 member body

by party conference in the same manner as other standing

committees. This leads to a more stable membership, greater

experience of those serving, and greater commitment to the

committee itself (37-103). The House Committee on the

Budget membership is limited by the 1974 Act and subsequent

legislation to no more than six years in any ten-year

8
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period. In contrast to the Senate, this leads to instabil-

ity and a membership that views their stay as transitory, or

a stepping-stone to other committee assignments (30:102-3).

The reform suggested is to revise the 1974 Budget Act

and make the House Budget Committee membership permanent.

There is little current sentiment for this change.

The second subtle difference is the designation of the

House Budget Committee as a "major" committee, while in the

Senate it has "minor" status. The distinction works against

those in the Senate whose members are limited to two "major"

committee assignments. Committee members tend to view their

Budget Committee assignment with a liu priority when they

sit on two other major committees (37:102-3). Attendance

at the September 1982 hearings on the budget process may

* indicate this point. Much of the testimony was presbnted .

before only four to six members of the twenty-two member

committee. Increased credibility of the committee and

greater commitment of its members would be the likely result

of a redesignation (37:102-3). It would also aid in dis-

discussions with other committees to be on an equal footing.

Two other possible reforms are more drastic and would

require a great deal of selling before any hope of enact-

ment. To increase efficiency, a growing body of opinion

would combine the Budget Committee with the appropriation

committees (37:104). A further- step would be to combine the
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functions of authorization, appropriation, and budget into

one super committee in each house.

Serious consideration ought to be given whether- or
not we really need a separate authorization and
appropriation process, and whether their consoli-
dation might not result in a reduction in the
Congrwassional workload, arnd in more cohesive and
clear statements of legislative intent (32:).

No change is forthcoming soon in this area due to poli-

tical realities:

The major functional components of the congressional
budget process are divided among numerous -.ommittees,
yet it is a basic assumption of this analysis that
reform of the process--in:1uding greater coordi-
nation or amalgamation of the units performing
these functiuns-must begin with an appreciation
o-f the realities of power in the congressional
standing committee system (29:18).

Enforcement aof Budget Resolution Ceilinos

The 1974 Budget Act (Sec. 311) provides restrictions

once the Congress has completed action on the concurrent

resolution and any needed reconciliation process for a P

fiscal Years

*... it shall not be in order in either House a+
Representatives or the Senate to consider any
bill, resolution, or amendroent providing addi-
tional new budget authority for such fiscal.
year..or reducing revenues ... if the enactment
of such bill or resolution... .would cause the
appropriate level of total new budget authority
...to be exceeded, or would cause revenues to be
less than the appropriate level of revenue set
forth in such concurrent resolution (136:107).
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This provision has been successful in reducing legisla-

tion that attempts to by-pass the normal authorization and

appropriation process. The problem remains of bills intro-

duced early in the legislative session after the first

concurrent resolution has been passed. These bills, if

passed quickly, are not affected by Section 311 limitations

since they don't exceed the budgetary ceiling. They do have

the effect o:

1. Rewarding speed of passage rather than thorough con-

sideration (35:81).

2. Prejudicing bills already in the budget resolution

total% that come up for consideration late in the session.

If their passage would violate the budget ceilings, they

could possibly be reduced or remain unfunded (37:50).

3. Leading to an unavoidable breach of the budget

resolution ceilings. Popular or vital legislation, espec-

ially late in the session, will likely be passed regardless

of its affect on the budget coiling (37:50).

One reform already used on a trial basis, is to

enforce the budget allocations (Sec. 302) of each committee ]
and subcormmittee. Any bill reported by a committee that

exceeded its allocation would be automatically subject to a

point of order (34:13). The result:

1. Better enforcement of the budget process. Each

committee would be forced to live within its allocation
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unless it could obtain a waiver of the point of order.

(This is an inherent weakness. Waivers have been relatively

easy to obtain in the past.)

2. The Budget Committee would be able to stay out of

the authorization and appropriation process and deal only

with number totals rather than specific policy considera-

tion,.

3. Equity. Each committee could only use its own

allocation (35:83).

A second reform would hold each appropriation measure

as it was passed until the end of thw legislative session.

Then, the totality could be compared against the previously

agreed to budget ceilings and the entire Congress would go

through a form of reconciliation process with the new legis-

lation. It would have the advantage of allowing Congress to

decide budget priorities under conditions current at the

time of passage of the omnibus appropriations bill, rather

than piecemeal throughout the session (37:179).

The Presidential Line-Item Veto

Under current law, the president has a veto power which

extends only to the complete bill before him. It is very

much a take-it or leave-it situation. He must sign into

law, or return to CongrE ss, the entire piece of legislation.

As a consequence, specific provisions of the main bill and

unrelated legislative riders that do not meet with the

president's approval are forced upon him. If the main bill
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is basically sound, and it is politically expedient, the

bill is signed...along with the undesirable provisions.

The line-item veto would allow the president to more

precisely work his will onm legislation. As precedent, 43

states, Puerto Rico, the District of Columbia, and the Trust

Territories all have executive line-item vetoes (23:M7).

The process seems to work relatively well at that level.

President Reagan, dissatisfied with Congress' track record

on fiscal responsibility, requested a constitutional

amendment for a line-item veto in his 1985 budget message.

Where Congress lacks the will to enforce upon
itself the strict fiscal diet that is now
necessary, it needs the help of the Executive
Branch. We need a constitutional amendment
granting the President power to veto individual

items in appropriations bills (23-M7).

Congress is very leery of granting this request. The

concern is over losing even more corgressional control of

the budget to the Executive and a sense that Congress should

be doing its job better, not abdicating a portion of its

responsibility to the president.

I see no panaceas in the "reform" proposals, and
I have seen ideas, like the line-item veto, which
are counterproductive to the goal of responsible
Congressional budget decisionmaking (18:2).

The concern may be overstated. Any item-veto iould

likely apply only to discretionary spending, less than 40

percent of the new budget authority. If defense spending
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were factored out, the potential effect would be even less

(15:6). There are other considerations:

1. The veto of current outlays has an even smaller

effect than -feared since many outlays often spend out over a

period of years.

2. It would reduce the pres~ident's incentive to com-

promise on appropriations, knowing he could veto any portion

hedidn~t like when he signed the bill.

3. It would increase the president's role in policy-

making, especially if the power to reduce expenditure was

included with the power to eliminate.

4. It could lead to more pork-barrel legislation by

Congress since they could defer the responsibility for spend-

ing cuts to the president.

5. The line-item veto enjoyed by state governors may

not be directly comparable; state budgets being heavily

weighted toward current outlays -ather than the long-term

programs at the federal level (15:7).

Much of the controversy surrounding this issue is over

the definition of "item" and the power to reduce an expendi-

ture rather than its outright veto. The caution, even from]

proponents of this reform, is to draft the measure carefully

and strictly to avoid unintended consequences. One sugges-

tion, by Arthur Smithies, that would negate some of the

concern about granting too much power to the presiident: .
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With general appropriations, the item veto would
automatically apply only to legislative riders or
specific appropriation items that were extraneous
to the intent of the main bill (31:190).

TheB et

Many Federal entities, both on and off budget, have the

power to make direct loans and to incur loan guarantee obli-

gations. This activity reached $138.6 billion in fiscal

year 1983. In FY 63, the president asked for $130.5 billion

in new authority. Until 1980, thes" loans and guarantees

were completely outside the control of Congress (14:9). The

fiscal year budget resolution contained nonbinding credit

totals. Then, in the fiscal year 1983 budget resolution,

Congress imposed binding limits on each committee. One o+

the resolutions mo-t important provisions specified that

the loans and guarantees would be "only available to the

extent provided for in the separate appropriation bills"

(10:31).

Under ordinary conditions, tho loanis and guarantees

do not result in outlays; and therefore have no direct

impact on government spending or the deficit. However, con-

ditions have changed recently as defaults have increased.
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TABLE IV

Direct Loan Write-Offs and

Guaranteed Loan Terminations for Defaults

(In millions of dollarsF)

Actual Estimate
1982 1983 1984 1985

Direct Loans:
Student financial assis-
tance ...................... (*) 172 55 61

FmHA agriculture credit
insurance fund ................. 20 31 35 40

Federal Housing Administra- 0
tion ....................... 132 632 553 552

Small Business Administra-
tion:

Disaster loan fund ........ 67 98 90 80
Business loan and invest-
ment fund ................ 241 280 100 300 P

Other ....................... 147 191 55 79

Total direct loan write-offs. 607 1404 1088 1112

Guaranteed loans:
Foreign military sales ...... 217 440 480 510
Guaranteed student loans .... 286 486 703 795
Veterans Administration

loan guaranty revolving
fund ....................... 709 1056 628 394

Federal Housing Administra-
t i ..r ....................... 890 1484 1695 1581

SBA business loan and
investment fund ............... 845 790 577 562

Export-Import Bank ............. 25 14 40 52
Grants to Amtrak ............ - - 880 --

Other ....................... 98 409 253 127

Total, guaranteed loan termi-
nations ..................... 3070 4679 5256 4021

(24:F-34)

The concern is that a greater percentage of the loans will

not be repaid, especially those to foreign governments.
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This would create a substzntial impact. Table V shows the

credit budget totals for fiscal years 1982 through 1987.

TABLE V

Tite Credit Budget Totals

(In billions of dollars)

1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987
act. act. est. &st. &st. eit.

Direct loan obli-
gations:

Commodity Credit
Corporation..... 11.5 13.9 6.1 6.1 6.7 6.4

Farmers Home Ad-
ministration.... 8.2 6.7 8.3 6.3 6.2 6.1

Rural Electrifi-
cation Adminis-
tration ......... 5.8 4.5 4.5 1.9 1.9 1.9

Foreign military
sales .............. 3.9 5.1 5.7 5.1 5.2 5.3

Export-Import
Bank ............... 3.5 0.8 2.6 3.8 3.8 3.8

All other .... 10. !0i4 10.7 8.5 8.5 8.5
Total obligations.. 43.4 41.4 37.9 31.7 32.3 32.0

Guaranteed loan
commitments:

Federal Housing
Administration.. 16.6 44.6 38.1 40.9 42.8 45.8

Low rent public
housing ........... 13.3 14.3 15.2 14.9 14.6 14.3

Guaranteed stu-
cortt loans ...... 6.. 7.3 7.6 7.9 8.4 8.8

Veterans Admin-
istration housing 6.0 14.7 13.4 15.0 15.1 15.5

Export-Import
Bank ............... 5.8 8.5 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0

All other .......... 3.8 7.8 13.1 10.1 6.2 5.3
Total commitments.. 53.7 97.2 97.4 98.8 96.9 99.7

Total credit budget 97.1 138.6 135.3 130.5 129.2 131.7

MEMORANDUM
Secondary guaran-
teed loan commit-
ments ................ 36.4 64.2 68.2 68.2 68.2 68.2

(24: F-12)
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The total of loans outsts°C ing is shown in Table VI.

TABLE VI

Summary of UJ'.standing Federal and Federally Assisted Credit

(In billions of dollars)

Actual Estimate
1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 0

Direct loans:
On-budget agencies ........ 91.3 100.2 105.0 101.1 103.7

Off-budget entities ....... 93.7 107.6 118.0 131.1 141.6

Primary guaranteed loans...309.1 331.2 363.6 403.2 442.2
Loans by Government-
sponsored enterprises ..... 182.3 225.6 261.2 301.0 343.9

Total , Federal and
federally assisted loans..676.4 764.6 e48.0 936.4 1031.4 0

Federal borrowing from
the public .................. 79.3 135.0 212.3 183.0 193.0

Primary guaranteed borrow-
ing (same as guaranteed
loans above) ............... 309.1 331.2 363.8 403.2 442.2

Borrowing by Government-
sponsored employees ....... 161.8 205.5 239.9 279.7 322.1

Total, Federal and
federally assisted debt...550.2 671.7 816.0 865.9 957.3

(24: F6)

There is a potential problem with guaranteed loan obliga-

tions. They will rise to almost $600 billion in fiscal year

1989. These totals are not currently included in the Fed-

eral budget because they are contingent liabilities.

H.R. 2076, submitted by Congressman Mineta, would amend

the 1974 Budget Act to:
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1. Require the budget resolution to include the

entire credit operation of the government agencies.

2. Make credit budget figures enforceable under Sec-

tion 311 of the Act.

3. Make direct loans and loan guarantees subject to

the reconciliation process (11:9).

The main thrust of this and similar bills is to give Can-

gress control of credit activities to better crordinate

credit policy with fiscal policy (2:71-2).

Many credit programs act like entitlements, i.e.,
the underlying legislation creating these pro-
grams specifies loan levels and interest rates
for which defined classes of borrowers qualify
(37:47).

The economic policy impact of the loans and guarantees is

substantiafl. The preferred interest rates allowed tend to

steer the economy by subsidizing those projects in current

political favor.

Multiyear Budgeting

An area of weakness in national budgeting is the
limitation to annual budget planning. Budget
r, ;orm reconstituted the annual budget process
in Congress, but the bLdget is made up primarily
of multiyear decisions which commit funds to be
spent for many years into the future....

The Budget Act did nnt significantly alter the
annual focus of decision making, but it did
take two important steps toward more conscious
consideration of multiyear spending. The CBO
five-year projections and bill costing both are
preliminary steps to more explicit multiyear
budgeting (20:165).
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The concept of multiyear, or advanced, budgeting has

been proposed for over fifty year's (40:262). Congress has

inched toward it through experimenting with multiyear auth-

orizations, but still funds programs on an annual basis.

The president's current services budget is also a recogni-

tion that focusing on the annual effect of legislation is

too short-sighted. It includes the budge.t effect of current

legislation for the current plus four fiscal years (25:63).

The rationale ior multi-year budgeting is precisely
to extend the time horizon of decision-making. In-
stead of considering effects in the next year,
these considerations would extend several years
(40: 265). -

Congress.ional budget resolutions now also include

multiyear targets to make more visible the outyear results

of current legislation.

Multiyear budgeting is not for all programs. The most

productive areas seem to be:

1. Capital or physical asset acquisition.

2. Research and development funding.

3. Aid to state and local governments (37:157).

All of these are greatly aided by stable funding. The

agencies can plan their operations more realistically and

often save money through such procedures as multiyear pro-

curement. Those in favor of this reform cite its advan-

tageu, b,.'t do recommend a careful, stepped approach.
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1. "We may want to give serious consideration to a

pilot run with a few two-year appropriations and authoriza-

tions. Let us see how these cases-like the foreign assis-

tance bill-work out before we shift the whole spending

apparatus over to this time frame" (37:213).

2. "A two-year authorization period would allow work

on specific programs during the first session of Congress

and leave the second session free for consideration of

scheduled oversight reviews" (20:9).

3. It would allow the Budget Committees to challenge

legislation with balloon spending that occurs after the

current fiscal year (37:65).

Drawbacks to multiyear budgeting are more practical

than procedural or philosophical. The" procedure is viewed

as increasing debate and controversy rather than reducing -771

it, possibly to the extent that the entire budget process

would come to a halt. Additionally, if economists are

unable to project accurately for 6-12 months into the

future, the question is raised how they could do it for

longer periods (20:166).

Multiyear budgeting is not currently a major issue in

the discussion on budget reform, especially to formalize it

in any meaningful way. Rather, a change to a biennial

budget process, which includes some of the same basic con--

cepts, is receiving the most attention and stands the best

chance for approval.
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Sunset Provisions

Federal programs continue indefinitely unless their

enabling legislation contains a termination date. Funding

may be on an annual or multiyear basis, and change with bud-

get priorities, but the basic program remains unaffected.

"Sunset" legislation would require automatic termination of

any program not reauthorized on a periodic schedule (9:41).

No effort would be made to reauthorize every program every

year due to the sheer volume of work it would involve.

Included in the sunset legislation would be entitle-

ment programs, now responsible for over three-fourths of the

Federal budget. They are usually considered untouchable

because a change would require further legislation. Sun-

setting would force this issue and make Congress decide if

it still really needed a program, rather than having it

rontinue by default (37:281). Some believe it is one of the

few reforms that stand a chance of passage due to its

essentially non-political nature.

.. sunset legislation is one of the few things,
one of the few mechanisms that we could incor-
porate that really would in fact bring the p
issue to a head and allow people to make more
courageous decisions without being .Assured
they were going to appear in the se•,ond edition
of "Profiles in Courage," and withuut jeopar-
dizing the congressional process in the mean-
time (37:282).

It might even help Congress resolve the budget deficit

problem.
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If Congress were required to reconsider entitle-
ments every few years, rather than allowing
them to continue indefinitely, it would most
likely find ways of limiting the growth of
costs (14s8).

All programs within similar categories could be scheduled

for reauthorization in the same year. Overlap and duplica-

tion could then become more visible and be reduced.

The Imooundment Control Act of 1974

Congressional satisfaction with the Impoundment Control

Act was high during the last half of the 1970's. The Act

did not end impoundments, but it did contribute heavily to a

decline in their use (30:402). First President Ford, and

then President Carter, had little success in overturning a

strong Congressional intent, although President Carter did

enjoy the greater measure of success due to pa-ty a-filia-

ti on.

There was discussion of reform, especially in the

following areas:

1. Volume of Paperwork--There is a need to simplify

written procedures on routine impoundments to reduce the

large volume of paperwork required of the Executive and

Congress.

2. Delays in Reporting--The process often requires

weeks for everyone to be notified. Part is procedure. Part

is administrative foot-dragging for a purpose.
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3. Delays within the Office of Management and Budget-

OMB prefers to submit impoundments in groups rather than as

they occur.

4. Delays inherent in Title 10 Procedures--The time-

table for the various actions strings out the process up to

four months. It allows the administration to frustrate the

intent of Congress at least for this short period.

5. Reprogramming--The General Accounting Office has

ruled that transfers of funds within the same appropriation

account is not an impoundment. This allows the administra-

tion to significantly alter congressional intent at least

within broad areas of spending authority (30:407-9).

Congress has also discovered that impoundments can cut two

ways. They could pass a popular piece of legislation and

have it signed into law by the president. Then, when it

proved too expensive or impractical, the president would

impound the funds, Congress would acquiesce, and "let the

president take the heat" (40:223).

Two events heightened interest in impoundment loisla-

tion and possible reforms:

1. A Supreme Court decision: Immigration and Natura-

lization vs. Chadha.

2. President Reagan's increased use of impoundment for

policy purposes.

The INS vs. Chadha decision is important to the budget

process only in that it declared a one-House legislative
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veto to be unconstitutional. This directly affected Sec-

tion 1013(b) of the Congressional Budget and Impoundment

Control Act which allows either House to pass a resolution

disapproving a presidential deferral of congressionally

appropriated funds (36:131). The rationale was that the

veto of a deferral was a legislative action without bene4it

of consideration and passage by both Houses and signature

by the president. Recissions were not affected by Chadha

tecause they require approval of legislation by both

Houses.

Early concern turned out to be an over-reaction when it

was determined how little the decision would actually effect

the process. In fiscal year 1981, for example; of the

deferrals denied by either House, 100 percent were con-

tained in other legislative bills, not solitary resolutions,

and thus a legal exercise of the veto power. In fiscal

years 1982 and 1983, the figures were 71 percent and 89 per-

cent, respectively. While it is generally agreed that the

1974 Act should be amnded in light of Chadha, there is no

immediate urgency (15z3-4).

The second reason for renewed interest in the impound-

ment provisions of Title 10 is President Reagan's increased

use of the impoundment powers to enforce his policy choices

on the budget process.

The current administration has made a greater use
of the impoundment powers of the Budget Act than
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any previous administration. Some of the provi-

sions of the Act have been abused (35:130).

Congressional response has been proposals designed to make

technical changes in Title 10 and to extend its coverage to

direct loans and loan guarantees, the credit activities of

the Federal government (353130).

One re 'ersal of form worthy of note is congressional

interest in using the impoundment procedures as a budget

control device to help it meet the ceilings prescribed in

budget resolutions (37:2). No action has yet occurred on

this proposal.

H.R. 5247 - A Bill to Amend the Congressional Pudaet and

Impoundment Control Act Qf 1974

Since its enactment ten years ago there have only been

three minor procedural amendments to the Congressional Bud-

get Act of 1974 (11:3). As experience with the process has

increased, so have the proposed changes. Piecemeal legis-

lative attempts at reform have helped improve the budget

process. The current large-scale p,-oposal, H.R. 5247, was

developed over a two-year period by the Task Force on the

Budget Process, Committee on Rules. (In the House, the

Committee on Rules has responsibility for the Budget Act,

rather than the Budget Committee, as in the Senate.)

In part, H.R. 5247 formalizes what has already been

accomplished in practice: but it also extends into many
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other areas discussed in this chapter. The major provisions

include:

1. A single, binding budget resolution.

2. Controls on off-budget activities, credit and tax

expenditures.

3. A formalization of the reconciliation process.

4. A process for developing common economic assump-

tions (34).

The Bill was reported to the House on March 27, 1984. A

hearing before the Committee on Rules was scheduled for

May 23, 1984. Congressman James R. Jones, Chairman of the

House Committee on the Budget, participated in the Task

Force's deliberations as an observer, and presented exten-

sive testimony. Agreement with the specific provisions of

the Bill was not universal, but he did support the basic

intent and many of its features.

Within this context, perhaps the bill's greatest
strength is thit it attempts to be practical. It
seeks to avoid impossible tasks, radical changes
in procedure, or rules so complicated and rigid
that procedural paralysis is likely. We are not
sure that the aim is entirely accurate, but the
target is correct (19:3).

H.R. 5247 makes many "technical" improvements,
particularly in the area of procedural enforce-
ment. Their importance should not be dismissed... 2
These so-called technical improvements may do more
to facilitate the process than more innovative pro-
visions, and are worth enacting even if all else is
deleted (19:5-6).
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IV. Analysis and Conclusions

Seventeen proposals to change the way Congress conducts

its responsibility to collect and disburse revenues were dis-

cussed in Chapter III. The question that remains is whether

any of these proposals will be implemented and what effect

they would have on the executive agencies and Congress

itbeif. There are few areas of consensus among the 535 .me-

bers of the Legislature.

The one recurring theme is the need for some type of

reform. There, the agreement ends. The Congressional

Budget and Impoundment Control Act of 1974 met expectations

only for the first two years, then began to unravel as the

timetable for concurrent resolutions on the budget was con-

sistently violated. Continuing resolutions became the norm

and dissatisfaction grew. While budgets were passed, at

least in part, the use of continuing resolutions was viewed

as a very sloppy way of allocating the nation's resources

and a poor reflection of cong,-essional priorities. Nothing

was settled, no progress made, by a continuation of the

status quo.

When originally passed, the 1974 Budget Act was viewed

by many as a solution to all the then existing ills. Con-

gress would finally have a formal process to bring order to

its financial dealings; and, not incidentally, to regain the

control of the budget it gave up in the 1921 Budget and
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Act. The high expectations may have been the seeds for

future disappointment.

A serious appraisal of congressional budgeting
must be grounded, however, on realistic expecta-
tions rather than unreal aspirations. Congress
does not have an all-purpose budget process
that meets the conflicting and exaggerated
expectations of those who have promoted it.
The budget process is only one, and not always
the most powerful, of the tools Congress has
for making financial and program decisions
(30:567).

There are three main criticisms of the current Budget

Act that reflect the deep-rooted disappointment.

1. It has failed to curb the growth in Federal - -

spending or produce a balanced budget.

2. Uncontrollable spending still dominates the budget

(although the rate of increase has slowed).

3. It has not changed Federal budget priorities

(30:568).

Given the environment in Congress, there will likely be few

substantive changes that will go to the source of the

problem.

3_ The basic characteristics of a representative
body that made Congress irresponsible in the
first place are still present--the penchant
for pork and economizing only with someone
else's project or program (10:15).

S?

The first criticism is not capable of solution. Infla-

tion, a growing economy, an aging physical plant in need of
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renewal (roads, bridges, buildings), and an increasingly

competitive world all mitigate against any easy answers.

When it's easy to compose a majority on what the
money should be spent for, it's easy to get the
machinery to work. Right now, it's not easy to
compose that majority (1:35).

Politics has its expected impact on budget decisions.

The central issue in the current debate between
supply-siders and budget-cutters has never been
strictly economic, or even mainly economic. It
has all along been political and tactical. The
political fact is that cutting the budget,
eliminating or reducing federal programs, is
devilishly difficult (5:136).

Individual politicians are not rewarded for macro-type deci-

sions that influence the world power struggle. They receive

votes based on what they do for their local constituency.

More often than nots this translates into how much money the

politician can bring into the home district. There is no

criticism of the individual intended. The situation creates

the problem. The prime job of any representative, irrespec- -

tive of underlying motives or philosophy, is to get elected.

This so-called "spending bias" is based on three

characteristics of the congressional environment.

1. Concentrated Benefits versus Dispersed Costs. The

recipients of tax dollars are much more vocal and better

organized (except in the case of issues such a-s Proposition

13 in California) than taxpayers. This is natural. Recei-

vers, either as individual or geographic areas, stand to gain
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a great deal from a Federal program such as a dam or water-

way. Their specific pressure on individual congressmen can

be enormous.

One of the basic problems of federal finance is
the power exercised by organized and section
groups...Once the federal government embarks on
a program of federal aid it is unlikely that it
can ever stop or curtail it in the face of
these pressures (38:17).

In contrast, the impact on individual taxpayers is small.

The dam might well result in a 13 cents per year increase

for every taxpayer in the country. Thirteen cents is diffi-

cult to become excited about. It is the accumulation of the -

small amounts that needs to be addressed.

2. S Run Benefits versus - Run Cots.for con-

gresmen. Spending programs harvest votes now. In keepina -g

with the basic objective of getting elected, the temptation

to sacrifice principle for demands of the moment runs high.

The long run cost of an ill-considered program will be paid -

for by someone else, the blame erased by time and circum-

stance.

3. Congressmen Gravitate to Committees tAht Allow Them

to Influence Spending. The centers o+ power in Congress are

the revenue and spending committees. In order to bring home

their "fair share," members must be a part of the authoriza-

tion and appropriation process.
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The second and third criticism of the current budget

process, that it has failed to halt the growth in uncontrol-

lable spending and left budget priorities unchanged, is

partly a result of the factors discussed above. Votes are

essential, but the real reason is much less subject to out-

right criticism.

Uncontrollability is not an accident, or an inadver-
tence of the legislative process, but a willful
decision by Congress to favor nonbudgetary values
over budgetary control (30:571).

The congressional calendar is extremely crowded, and it is

only partly the result of frequent and lengthy recwsses.

Once a policy or program philosophy is established, there is

no reason to tin'er with it on an annual basis. There are

rao,- curnpalling currernt ne-eds. Whila the soaring costs

associated with s.me long-term programs may now force peri-

odic reconsideration, it is understandable that Cehlgress as

a whole would want to put most issues to rest and nnt rehash

old ground each session. Part of the growth is attributable

to inflation and part of an increasing population. When

entitlements are adjusted by the cost o+ living index,

increases are virtually certain. Again, this is a policy

decision, and not an accident of the budget proceiss

(30:571).

There have been sptc-ific, positive bene4its derived

from the formal lu,-F.p, prlucidur'es that even the severest

critics acknowl r-g- Tne process has:
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1. Speeded congressional response to changes in public

sentim * The process is more visible and those outside

the budget arena are better able to determine what is going

on and influence the results.

2. Become a focal point for debate. Budget, authori-

zation, and appropriation committees in both Houses have a

strong voice in the process. Each wields restricted power

in determining budget priorities. Through the Budget Com-

mittees and open floor debate, many more members of Congress

are actively involved in the budget process.

3. Prodded Congress to take distasteful actions, like

cutting programs. In concert with enormous deficits, the

process itself is so visible that it forces consideration of

issues formerly decided without much debate. When a budget

ceiling is breached, it is news. The targets allotted to

the numerous authorizing committees force priority decisions

before the entire budget is passed. The budget as a whole

is more visible and the effects of spending decisions can be

traced back to their source and responsibility fixed

(30:571+).

Among all the criticisms and positive benefits, there

emerges an interesting finding from an extensive series of

congressional interviews during the research for Allen

Shick's book, Congress and Money.

In almost a hundred interviews with Members o "
Congress and staffers, no one expresses the
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view that the allocations in budget resolu-
tions had been knowingly set below legisla-

tive expectations. "We got all that we needed,"

one committee staffer exulted. The chief clerk
of the Appropriations Subcomaittee complained,

however, that the target figure in the resolu-

tion was too high: "We were faced with pressure

to spend up to the full budget allocation. It's

almost as if the Budget Committee bent over back-

wards to give Appropriations all that it wanted,

and then some" (30:313).

Given this setting, which proposals for reform stand the

best chance for success?
The most obvious choice for a formal change to the Bud-

get Act is one which has already been implemented in

practice: Eliminate the second concurrent resolution and

make the targets of the first concurrent resolution binding.

In view of the congressional workload, this proposal has

much to recommond it. Indeed, it is supported by the major-

ity in both Houses. The only real opposition comes from the

Appropriation Committees who fear further erosion of their

power. Binding totals on the authorizing committees would

take away much of the Appropriation Committees' responsi-

bility. Totals and priority choices would be made before

they even saw the spending bills.

Current relationships are jealously guarded and the ebb

and flow of influence within Congress is not easy to alter.

One example, cited by Senator Hatfield:

... the proposals which involve major shifts in

the budget process do entail greater coordina-
tion between the budget, revenue, and appropria-

tion commttees. Some go so far zs to suggest
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"omnibus" spending and revenue measures which
could lead to a form of consolidation of the
functions of these committees. With respect
to the authorizing committees, it has become
apparent that their role has diminished over
the past several years. To recoup some of their
authority, these committees have moved towards
annual authorizations, in effect becoming more
like the appropriations measures. This has
led to a decline in their oversight and long-term
"policy" development functions, while generating
greater conflicts with the appropriation process
(18:2).

The term "turf fight" is sprinkled liberally throughout the

literature. It has little to do with substantive issues.

It does concern the battle among the various committees to

gain and hold influence over the financial reins in Con-

gress.

The second proposal that has already been partially

accepted in practice is to develop and use a common set of .4

economic assumptions. Common sense and frustrating past

experience is on the side of this seemingly apolitical

reform. There is ample evidence in the news media how

results do not match original expectations due to differing

basic dollar, inflation, interest rate, or employment level

assumptions. The difficulty in having meaningful debate

should force a permanent change to the use of common

assumpti ors.

Difficulty arises as to who would determine the assump-

tions for all participants. The best solution would be a

Congressional Budget Office/Office of Management and Budget
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conference. These two historical, friendly adversaries

should be able to come up with a compromise set of assump-

tions; a compromise between the optimism of the administra-

tion and the relative pessimism of the Congress. No one

will ever agree on all the figures, but at least Congress

and the Executive Branch will be debating policy issues

based on firmer commoni ground. The inherent compromises

would have to be periodically adjusted for real-world

events, but that is no difierent from current practice. •

The last of the three de facto changes to the Budget

Act is to make the reconciliation process part of the first

concurrent resolution. First used by the Senate in 1979, P

and then by both Houses in 1980, the reconciliation process

was never very popular even when used within its originally

designed context of the second concurrent resolution. The

appropriation committees were understandably reluctant to

return to the comm-ttee rooms to retduce specific pieces of

legislation to meet the binding ceilings...especially when I...

these instructions came from the Budget Committees.

The Appropriation Committees view this process as a fur-

ther threat to their power. Now, the entire chamber can

vote on a reconciliation bill. The opportunity is there for

the Congress to express its collective will rather than

being forced to decide on legislation prepared for it in

final form by one committee.
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Majority opinion is on the side of first resolution

reconciliation. It provides meaningful targets for the

authorizing committees and helps reduce the last-minute com-

promises so characteristic of the process set out in the

1974 Act. Section 301(b)(2) allows the first concurrent

resolution to contain any procedure considered appropriate.

Delaying reconciliation until after Labor Day does not give

Congress enough time before the start of the new fiscal year

to make well-considered choices on what it wants to reduce

if the budget ceilings are exceeded. There is also a

greater chance that a weary Congress will pass the appropri-

ation bills with the excessive spending intact. Although

currently unenforceable, it is a very effective budgMt

management tool. H.R. 5247 would make reconciliat-o-i a

permanent part of the first concurrent resolution (71:36).

The remaining fourteen budget process reforms stand

much less chance of formal ,doption. Some lack widespread

support. Others are too controversial for even limited

ag-eement to be developed. All offer benefits, but have

their share of disadvantages to one faction or another. One

suggestion, which is more moderate, and basically apoliti-

cal, is biennial spending.

The interest in a two-year budget process is a reaction

to the enormous amount of congressional time taken up with

the current procedures. There is often time for little eise

beyond budget-related deliberations. To change that, a
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number of variations on the general two-year idea have been

proposed.

1. Lengthen the current process adjusting only the

dates for each step of the timetable.

2. Pass authorizing legislation in the first session

of each Congress with appropriation and oversight occuring

in the second session.

3. Conduct the appropriation process in the first ses-

sion and oversight and authorization in the second session.

There are advantages to each method, but the measure

with the most support would have each new Congress pass on

appropriations in their first session and then go through a

six-month period of oversight before beginning a new authori-

-ation cycle. The rationale fur this option is mainly poli-

9tical (35:86). No new Congress, or president, would'want to

tsait a year before trying ouL their new programs, as would

be the case under options 1 and 2. In the first session of

each new Congress the 13 appropriations bills could be

debated and passed within the context of current priorities.

Then, ample time would be available for the often neglected

oversight function. In the second session, a new budget

cycle would begin with the authorization process when the

participants were more knowledgeable of the effects of

their decisions during the first session.
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It is unlikely that a formal two-year budget cycle will

be adopted. Inertia is one reason. The current swing

toward tighter control of the budget is another. Probably

the most important reasoning against adoption is expressed

by Senator Hetfield:

A biennial budget in theory would greatly expand
the time available for review and oversight by
minimizing the conflict in scheduling and
aecisionmaking between the authorizing and
appropriations committees. Furthermore, in
theory, it would reduce the number of measures
which have to be considered in any one year so
as to permit greater care and attention to
those which would havu to be passed. If enacted,
the biennial budget process may have some bene-
ficial effect, but I believe that the conflicts
between authorizing and appropriations committees
goes deeper than scheluling, and more than a
scheduling change is needed to solve them. Fur-
thermore, Congress now has difficulty in enacting
annual bills on a timely basis, changing the
schedule may have little effect other than
altering when they are late 418:3).

The alternative, to place more authorizations and appropri-

ations on a two-year cycle, is more likely of adoption.

This would accomplish the intent of the biennial process

without its inherent drawbacks. Even strong proponents want

to approach the idea on a trial basis before full adoption

(14:4).

Although Congress has only recently wrested control of

the budget process from the Executive Branch, an idea that

would put a potent weapon in the hands of the president, the

line-item veto, is receiving renewed consideration. There

1.
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is substantial precedent for it at the state level. How-

ever, comparability to the Federal level is open to debate.

Even though President Reagan asked Congress for this .0

power in his 1985 Budget Message, there should be some

question on whether he did not do so knowing the request

would be denied. The power of the veto can work for or 9

against the holder, entirely dependent on circumstance. The

opportunity for Congress to "play politics," especially

where the majority party in Congress differs from the poli- .

tical philosophy of the president, is enormous and can put

the Executive in an awkward position.

While a line-item veto would give the president a

greater direct role in policy determination, it could force

upon him some unwelcome choices. Currently, bills must be

vetoed in total, or not at all. If the president had the

line--item veto, he could remove or reduce those portions

of a bill he found offensive. When the congressional major-

ity and the president are of the same party, it would likely

work fairly well. Open conflicts could be kept to a mini-

mum, at least in public debate. Were the two branches con-

trolled by opposing parties, the opportunity for mischief

would be very high.

An example can be drawn from the volume of pork barrel

legislation attached to otherwise worthwhile legislation.

Unless Congress itself imposed some controls, this would

increase. An adversarial Congress could routinely embarrass
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the president by including bogus or expensive locally-

oriented riders, knowing the president would have to

exercise his line-item veto or appear to approve of the

riders by implication. It would be a no-win position. if

he vetoea the rider, he would lose votes within the affected

constituency. Ii he allowed the rider to remain, ha could

be accused of fiscal irresponsibility.

This two-edged sword has a further, more serious con-

sequence beyond superficial political motives. There is the

very real danger that Congress could further abdicate its

responsibility for thorough consideration and oversight of

legislation by passing virtually every bill that was intro-

duced. Then, the president would have to determine what the

country's priorities should be. A strong-aindad praeidant

might welcome the opportunity, but our check and balance

system would be negated. Would this ever occur? Unlikely,

but there is precedent. A weak Congress, of the same party,

without strong leadership in the majority party, or the

loyal opposition, just might become ton much of a rubber

stamp.-

House Resolution 5247, A Bill to Amend the Congres-

sional Budget Act of 1974, is a more all-inclusive attempt

to alter the budget process. It includes in its major

provisions the single, binding resolution with reconcili-

ation and a plan for common set of economic assumptions
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discussed above in this chapter. It has been reported to

the House and is currently in the hearing process before the

Committee on Rules. Its ultimate success will depend on the

outcome of the November 19e4 elections. No action is pre-

dicted for this session.

During the 1982 hearings on the budget process in both

the House and Senate, there was a frequent warning from

those testifying. The tone was the same whether the witness

was for or against change in the process. The Honorable

Henry Bellmon, Co-chairman of the Committee for a Responsi-

ble Federal Budget and former U.S. Senator:

I believe the budget process is here to stay. I
think the act is working well, and the main reason
I am here this morning is to suggest that you not
go into a process of tinkering with it and amend-
ing it at this time. I am afraid that if the act
is opened up to a major amendment, the net result
will be a weakened act... (37:5).

The Honorable Robert N. Giaimo, Co-chairman of the Committee

for a Responsible Budget and former Congressman:

... you have gotten to the point where you have a
binding resolution in place, and you did it with-
out having to change the Budget Act. That compels
me to reiterate and agree with my colleague,
Senator Bellmon... there is a great deal of hos-
tility towards you (the Senate Committee on the
Budget). So, anything you can do to minimize
and avoid these kinds of struggles will serve
you well. Therefore, I say if you can make
these changes and implement these changes by
rules changes or by interpretations or by

inferences rather than by taking up the Budget
Act and changing it, I would recommend that you
leave that to a calmer day (37:11).
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John T. McEvoy, Chairman, Departmesit of Federal Policy, Law

firm of Kutak, Rock, and Huie:

The budget process was intended to change the way

Congress does its business. It has achieved that
result...I am afraid the climate for reasonable
discussion o-f Budget Act amendments has not
improved recently. The debate on the budget

resolution in the House this year was studded
with threats by important Members of the House
to reduce the importance and effectiveness the
budget process has attained. Amending the Budget
Act would open the door to all of these critics
to act on their complaints (37:74-5).

Concern over the current hostile climate was by no means

unanimous. Senator Slade Gorton, member of the Committee on

the Budget: ]
Are we ever, even when the deficit goes below
S100 billion, going to hava a situation in
which these reforms are easier? Might it not
bs best for us to do it right now while people
have fresh in their minds what the difficulties
and what the advantages have been (37:21)?

Those concerns were very real and probably justified.

Have conditions changed? If Senator Goldwater's bill to

repeal the majority of the 1974 Act is any indication, the

hostile environment is still present. Whether that will

impact on the ultimate form of H.R. 5247 is uncertain. The

major provisions of this bill seem to attempt the possible

rather than forcing on Congress more rigid requirements

(19:3). It merely formalizes many areas already changed in

practice. If that is the case, is there any real value to
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H.R. 5247? Congressman James R. Jones, Chairman of the

House Committee on the Budget:

H.R. 5247 makes many "technical" improvements,
particularly in the area of procedural enforce-
ment. Their importance should not be dismissed.
These so-called technical improvements may do more
to facilitate the process than more innovative
provisions, and are worth enacting even if all 0
else is deleted (19:5-6).

The concern in 1982 was the budget deficit. Today's

worry is a $200 billion deficit. The process seems intact

and functioning well. The major flaws are not in the

process itself.

The main reason for the breakdown in the budget
process are differences in philosophies con-
cerning spending levels and priorities both
between and within our political parties.
While the budget process itself might be
improved, it is unlikely that it will work
much better until a greater consensus on the
role of the federal government emerges in
Congress (16:348).

Each of the specific proposals evaluated thus far dealt

with reform of the 1974 Budget Act. Given that change to

the process in some form is inevitable, would it really

improve the final result? Would Congress spend more wisely

our hard-earned tax dollars? Would the country be able to

get away from $200 billion deficits? There are many who

express doubts (37-217). They believe that only a constitu-

tional amendment, mandating a balanced budget, will force

fiscal responsibility on a spend-happy legislature. Senate

I
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Joint Resolution 58 passed 69-31. Although motivations

might be suspec-t, at least surf ac~e indications show that

Senate interest in a constitutional amendment runs high.

Those in favor paint to the failure of the Budget Acts

to bring about a balanced budget. Congress must be forced

to act responsibly. President Reagan, in the same budget

message that he requested a line-item veto, pressed Congress

to begin the process to amend the Constitution (23:M7).

While those opposed are in at least the vocal majority,

there may be many in the closet who would amend the Consti-

tution. Like all the other proposed solutions, would it

work? In the answer to this one question may be the best

reason not to amend the Constitution. There are too many

ways for Congress to circumvent even a carefully worded

amendment: capital budgeting, backdoor spendi-ng, and o+ff-

budget borrowing, to name a few (35:57). If the danger is

real, would not the great promise placed on a constitutional

amer'J.-ent soon be dashed and lead to even greater frustra--

tion and hostility toward the budget process? If the fears

are exaggerated, would the time, energy, and money spent on

the amendment process be better used elsewhere? Before any

evaluation can be considered adequate, the desirability of a

balanced budget must be agrt-ed to... .and there i s no ready

consensus. Senator Domenici 's comment before his own Budget

Committee faces the real issue:



The problem of getting a balanced budget is not
primarily a procpdural one. It is in large part
a problem of political will (14:11).

Congress can do anything it collectively wants to do. Every-

thing hinges on the power of the votes cast by the 535 indi-

vidual members of Congress.
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Summary of Conclusions

A. The Budget Act reforms that stand the best chance of for-

mal acceptance.

1. Elimination of the second concurrent resolution.

2. Inclusion of reconciliation in the first concurrent

resolution.

3. The use of commwon economic assumptions.

B. There will be no large-scale reform measures, such as

H.R. 5247, passed in the near future.

C. Any reforms will be piecemeal, with the overall 1974

Budget Act structure remaining intact.

D. There will be no constitutional amendment.

E. Biennial budgeting will not become commonplace. Greater

authorization and appropriation of individual programs will

be tried as an alternative.
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Summary af aroosals for Reform

Prcoosals for Advantages (A)/ Chance of
Reform Di sadvantaqaes (D) Acceptance

Elimination of the (A) Reduces redundant Probable. This
Second Concurrent review of pro- has been in
Resolution. posed legisla- actual practice

tion. for 3 years.

(D) Reduces the pow-
er- of the appro-
priations comn-
mi ttee.

(D)r Economic assump-

between May 15

and September 15.

A Common Set of (A) All participants Probable. Al-
Economic Ass~ump- ()use the same num- ready partially; 1
tions. bers as the basis adopted.

+or their discus-
sions.

()Reduces confu-
sion and arguments
over assumptions.
Time is spent oni
the substantive
issues.

(D) Difficult to reach
agreement on basic
assumptions each
year.

(D) Reduces flexibil-
ity of all parti-

ci pants..

(D) Provides false
sense o-f security
that assumptions
are valid.
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Prooosal for Advantages (A) / Chance g+
Reform Disadvantages (D)/ Ac2eotance

Repeal of AlI or (A) Current act too Unlikely, al-
Part of the 1974 confining and though there
Budget Act. hasn't solved may De wide-

problems. spread unspo-
ken support.

(A) May be at least
partially respon-
sible for the
deficit.

(D) Most members of
Congress prefer
a structure to

use/blame.

Of f-Budget Activi- (A) Better visibility Possible. Con-
ties. (Include and indicator of gress has mad.
them in the auth- government a conscious
orization and involvement in choice to "hide" *1
appropri ation pro- economy. certain spend-
cess.) ing programs.

(D) Deficit would be -
larger.

Reconciliation as (A) No time for recon- Probable. This
a Part of the First ciliation in Sep- has been in
Concurrent Resolu- tember. actual practice
tion. for 3 years.

(A) Gives committeos
an early idea oa

final spending
tar-gets.

(D) Reduces power o+
appropriation
committees.
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Proposal for Advantaues (A)/ Chance of

Reform Disadvantages (D) Acceotance

The Biennial Bud- (A) Longer time to Unlikely. The

get Process. consider pro- advantages are
posed legisla- not persuasive. . . -

tion. Use for some.
limited programs

(A) More time for is possible.
oversight.

(D) Economic condi-
tions are highly
volatile over a
2-year span.

(D) No real solution
to underlying
problem.

Change the Fiscal (A) Reduction in con- Unlikely. The

Year to Coincide fusion. turmoil of the

with the Calendar 1974 Act is

Year. (A) More time for still remem-
Congress to con- bered.
sider the budget.

(D) Further distor-
tion in economic
assumptions.

The Capital Budget (A) Philosophical con- Unlikely. Little
siderations of current support.
matching cost of
current operations
with current reve-
nues.

(A) Long-term assets
paid for by each
using generation.

(D) Means to hide

large deficits.
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Proposals -f Advantaaes (A)/ Chance of
Reform Disadlvantaaes (D) Acceotance

A Constitutional (A) Forces a measure Unlikely. Pock-
Amendment to Bal- of fiscal respon- ets of support,
ance the Budget. sibility. but a strong

consensus i s
(A) Very visible pro- absent. Too

Cess. difficult to
enact.

(A) Congress lacks
the current will
to balance the
budget on its own.

(D) Too many ways to
thwart its intent.

(D) Very difficult to
undo if it proves
a failure.

(D) No consensus " it
deficits are nor-
ently evil.

Changes to the Bud- (A) Greater effi- Unlikely. Any
get Committees. ciency. change to the

basic power
(D) Change in the structure is

power structure difficult, at
by eliminating best. There is -

two committees no current wide-
in each House. spread support.

Enforce Budget Reso- (A) Equity. Each corn- Possible. "302
lution Ceilings. mittee could only allocations"

spend the funds being enforced
allotted to it. an a trial

basis.
(A) Decrease the

reward for speed
and increase the
quality of debate.

(A) Budget Committee as
a monitor rather
than a policy-maker.
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Proposals for Advantanes (A)/ Chance for
Reform Disadvantaes (D) Acceptance

The Presidential (A) Better control Unlikely. It P
Line-Item Veto. over extraneous gives too much

legislation. power to the
president to

(A) President is set policy, a
accountable to congressional
all the people prerogative. S
and should have
the general
interest in mind.

(D) Loss of congres-
sional control of
the budget.

(D) Reduces the spirit
for compromise
between Congress
and the Executive.

(D) Opportunity for-
Congress to "play
politics.".

The Credit Budget. (A) Better control Unlikely of
over Federal formal adoption.
involvement in Already submit-
the economy, ted by the

president as
(A) Better coordina- part of his

tion of fiscal January budget.
and credit policy.

Multiyear Budgeting. (A) Better planning Probable increase
for agencies. in use for some

programs, but
(A) Cost savings. not for univer--

sal adoption.
(A) More time to con-

sider other legis-
lation.

(D) Reduces congres-
sional flexibility
to change programs
as needs change.
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Proposals for Advantaces (A)/ Chance oaf
Reform Disadvantaoes C(D) Acce-tance

Sunset Provisions. (A) Forces review of Unlikely for
sometimes unneeded wi despread use.
programs. Little current

support.
(A) Might help reduce'

the deficit
through periodic
review of costly
programs.

(A) Overlap and dupli-
cation more visi-
ble.

(D) Increases congres-
sional workload.

The Impoundment (A) Need to simplify Possible. Tech-
Control Act of procedures and nical changes
1974. decrease delays would have

in the process. little overt
effect on the
budget process.

H.R. 5247--A Bill (A) Formalize in law Possible. Sen-
to Amend the Con- those procedures timent is high
gressional Budget currently used for some kind
and Impoundment informally. of change.
Act of 1974. The Bill would

(D) Some would pre- attempt modest, -- "
fer more dras-- practical
tic changes or changes.
repeal of the

process.

10
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Appendix A: Glossary.

The budget process is a complex area of study. It is *

made more so by a large number a-F technical terms that often

have unique meaning within the context of the budget pro-

cess. Where possible, definitions are those provided by

Congress itself; extracted from legislation and budget-

related documents. No attempt is made to credit any indivi-

dual source as the terms involve common public usage. More

exhaustive liýts can be found in references 25, 30, 36.

Authorization/Authorizing Leaislation

Legislation enacted by Congress that sets up or con-

tinues the legal operation of a Federal program or agency

either indefinitely or for a specific period of tie or

sanctions a particular type of obligation or expenditure

within a program.

Authorizing legislation is normally a prerequisite for

appropriations. It may place a limit on the amount of bud-

get authority to be included in appropriation acts or it may

authorize the appropriation of such sums as may be neces-

sary.

Appropri at ion

3

An authorization by an act of Congress that permits

Federal agencies to incur obligations and to make payments
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out of the Treasury for specified purposes. An appropria-

tions act, the most common means of providing budget author-

ity, generally follows enactment of authorizing legislation

unless the authorizing legislation itself provides the bud-

get authority. There are currently 13 regular appropriation

acts under the jurisdiction of the House and Senate Commit-

tees on Appropriations.

Annual Eundion

The current congressional practice of limiting author-

izations and appropriations to one fiscal year at a time.

Backdoor Authority/Soendinq

Budget authority provided in legislation outside the . .

normal appropriation process. The most common forms of

backdoor spending are authority to borrow, authority to con---" '"

tract, and entitlements.

Borrowing Aýthority

Statutory authority that permits a Federal agency to

incur obligations and to make payments for specified pur-

poses out of borrowed money. Section Section 401 of the

1974 Budget Act.

Capital Budqet

A budget with investment in capital assets excluded

from calculations of the budget surplus or deficit. A cap~i-

tal budget separates the financing of investment-tyoe expen-

ditures from current or operating oxpenditures.
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Concurrent Resolution

A resolution passed by both Houses of Congress, but not

requiring the signature of the president, setting forth,

* ~reaffirming, or revising the congressional budget. *
* . Continuing Resolution .

Legislation enacted by Congress to provide budget auth-

ority for specific ongoing activities in cases where the

regular fiscal year appropriation has not been enacted by

the beginning of the fiscal year. The continuing resolution

usually specifies a maximum rate at which the agency may

6 incur obligations, based on the rate of the prior year, the

president's budget request, or an appropriation bill passed

by either or both Houses of Congress.

Contract Authority

A form of budget authority under which contracts or

other obligations may be entered into in advance of an appro- -

priation or in excess of amounts otherwise available in a --

revolving fund. Contract authority must be funded by a sub-

sequent appropriation.

Credit udget-

The aggregate of the direct loan obligations and guar-

anteed loan commitments of the Federal government. By pre- ..

senting the total volume of Federal credit, it facilitates

administrative and legislative control over individual
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credit programs through limitations set in appropriation

acts. It is not a control device, as no ceilings or limits

are currently imposed.

Curr__nt Servi ces B .., -.

Presidential estimates of bu-get authority and outlays

for the ensuing fiscal year based on continuation of exist-

ing levels of service. These estimates reflect the antici-

pated costs of continuing Federal programs and activities

at present spending levels without policy changes. They are

accompanied by the administration's underlying economic

assumptions such as the rate of inflation, the rate of real

economic growth, the unemployment rate, and projected pay

increases.

Defgrral

Any action or inaction by any officer or employee of

the United States that withholds, delays, or effectively

precludes the obligation or expenditure oF budget authority.

Deferrals may not extend beyond the end of the fiscal year

in which the message reporting the deferral is transmitted

to Congress. It may be overturned by an impoundment reso-

luttion passed by either House of Congress. (This last

statement is now in doubt. See Legislative Veto, below.)

Full Emplovment Budget

The estimated receipts, outlays, and surplus or deficit
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that would occur if the U.S. economy were continually oper-

ating at full capacity.

I moound~ment .- .

Any action or inaction by an officer or employee of the

U.S. government that precludes thr obligation or expenditure :.

of budget authority. This is a g'neral term that includes

deferral and recission.

Legislative Vet

Procedures that permit the Congress to itivalidate pend-

ing regulations, reorganization plans, and certain inter-- i.6

national agreements through resolItion by one or both

Houses. The one-House veto has been declared unconstitu-

tional by the Supreme Court in Immigration and Naturali- 7

zation Service vs. Chadha. The rationale for the ruling

was that the one-House resolution is legislation that has

not been considered by both Houses.

Ogff-Budget Federal Entiti..-

Certain Federally owned and controlled entities whose

transactions have been excluded from budget totals under

provisions of law. The fiscal activities of these entities

are not reflected in either budget authority or budget out-

lay totals. Hovever, the outlays of off-budget Federal

entities are added to the budget deficit to derive the total

Government deficit that has to be financed by borrowing from

the public, or by other means.
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Recission Bill.

A bill or joint resolution that provides for cancella-

tion, in whole or in part, of budget authority previously

granted by Congress. Recissions proposed by the President

must be transmitted in a special message to Congress.

Unless both Houses of Congress cocplete action on a recis-

sion bill within 45 days of continuous session after receipt

of the proposal, the budget authority must be made available

for obligation.

Reconciliation Process

A process used by Congress to reconcile the amounts

determined by tax, spending, and debt legislation for a

given fiscal year with the ceilings enacted in the second

%or first) required concurrent resolution on the budget.

Scorekeepina

A procedure used by the Congressional Budget Office for

up-to-date tabulations and reports of congressional budget

actions on bills and resolutions providing new budget auth-

ority, outlays, changing revenues, and the public debt limit

for a fiscal year. Such reports include, but are not

limited to, status reports on the effects of these congres-

sional actions to date arid of potential congressional '

actions, and comparisons of these actions, to targets and

ceilings set by Congress in the budget resolutions.
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Sljnkgt Provisions

A requirement that programs must be periodically

reauthorized if they are to continue to be funded.

Tai _Expenditures

Losses of tax revenue attributable to provisions of the

Federal tax laws which allow special exclusions, exemptions,

or deductions from gross income or which provide special

credit, preferential rate of tax, or a deferral of tax

liability.

Uncontrollable Portion of the Budget

That portion of the Unified Federal Budget (currently

in excess of 75 percent) that would be spent without any

further action by Congress in the current fiscal year.

(The term is actually a misnomer. All Federal outlays are

controllable if Congress were to enact now legislation.)

Unified Federal Budget

The present form of the budget of the Federal Govern-

ment, adopted in 1969, in which receipts and outlays from

Federal funds and trust funds are consolidated. Trans-

actions of off-budget Federal activities are not included.

1 -
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Appendix B: Procedure for Soliciting Conaressional Reasonef:

The five steps which follow outline a successful -othod

of contacting members of Congress or their staff. The impor-

tant criteria are to identify yourself, be specific as to

what you need, and then explain how the information will be

used.

1. Con'act the Air Force Congressional Liaison Office

at AV 224-8110.

a. Notify thwm of the purpose of the congressional

contact and request specific guidance on

current procedures.

b. Solicit their help initiating the contacts.

(NOTE: Any Pentagon office can be reached

through the central switchboard at AV 224-

3121.)

2. Telephone the office of the congressman or commit-

tee.

a. Determine if a personal interview is possible.

b. In the alternative, ask for their help through

correspondence.

3. Establish an interview schedule with the congress-

man or their staff representative. Send a letter

in advance of the meeting with your subjects of

interest.
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4. In the alternative, send an intrcductory letter to

the previously contacted individual, including the
S

questions that need an answer. Reference -'he prior

contact. A sample letter follows on the next page.

5. Prior to final publication, contact the congressman
S

or staff assistant again to both "hank them for

their help and to determine any late changes that

would make a contribution to the pro.iect.

1
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May 12, 1984

5300 Waver 1 y Street
Fairborn, Ohio 45324
1-513-864-5894

The Honorable Jamie L. Whitten
Chairman, Committee an Appropriations
House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Whitten:

I am a graduate student at the Air Force Institute of Tech-
nology, Wright-Patterson Air Force, t['io. My masters
research area is the history of the federal budget process,
the Budget Acts of 1921 and 1974, and current proposals for
reform. Page two contains a list of the specific areas of
interest that I would appreciat:e your coxmments on. A pro
and con discusslon on each point you or your committee are
concerned with would be extremely valuable to my research.

The subjects have been drawn from my own and my thesis
advisor's interests solely for use in a master's thesis.
My overall purpose is to prepare a comprehensive review of
the history of the federal budget process together with an -

analysis of the current activity on the need for reform in
both the legislative and executive branchen.

If possible, a reply by June 8, 1984, would be most helpful.
Aftqr this initial correspondence, I would appreciate your
staff adv. sing me of any substantive changes. The final
thesis draft will be submitted for approval in mid-August...
I would like your permissior to quote from your reply crving
source credit. However, if you prefer, I will treat your
reply as confidential.

Thank you for your assistance in my research. I realize
this time period in an election year is a very busy one for
you and your committee and staff. You can be assured that
any information you provide will be put to good use. It
will significantly assist both myself and readers of my
thesis in more fully understanding this complex and impor-
tant national issue.

Sincerel y,

William R. Lantz, Capt, USAF
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Soecifjii Areas q+ Research Interest: -.

1. What is the mood or sense of urgency in Congress as a
whole for changing the budget process?

2. What are the current proposals for reform? (I pos-
sible, would you include copies of proposals or refer-
ences to published sources?)

3. Wnich proposals stand the best chance for acceptance?

4. What effect would each proposal have on the Budget,
Finance, Authorization, and Appropriation Committee
interrelationships?

5. How could Congress look outside its own body for help in
making the budget process work better?

a. How could the executive budget be improved as to
format or timing?

b. Do we still need a formal executive boidget?

6. How could the executive agencies help improve the
functioning of the current budget process?

7. How would a biennial budget cycle allow more time for
legislative review and oversight?
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Appendix C: Congressional Respandents

Mark 0. Hatfield, Chairman, Senate Committee on Appropria-
tions._--

Silvio 0. Conte, Minority Leader, House Committee on Appro-

priations.

James R. Jones, Chairman, House Committee on the Budget.

Mace Broide, Executive Director, House Committee on the Bud-
get for Congressman Jones).

Chuck Konigsbereer, Staff Attorney, Senat;o Committee on the
Budget (for Senator Domenici).

William L. Dickinson, Minority Leader, House Committee on
Armed Servicus.
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